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New Look Sought
By Senior Gift
Committee Men
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The Advisory Board of the Senior Gift Committee has elected
two co-chairmen to conduct this
year's Senior Gift Program.
Paul Connelly, a Political Science major in A&S, and Neal
Harte, an Accounting major in
CBA, will head the re-organized

On March 16 at 10:45 p.m. seven Boston College students left by
bus for Montgomery, Alabama,
where they hope to demonstrate
peacefully on behalf of the Southern Christian Leaders Conference
(SCLC), headed by Dr. Martin

Luther King.
The seven students who were
sponsored and selected by the BC
Sodality are Mark Grey, Paul
Dimond, Brian Gaynor, Dick
Miniscc, Jerry O'Malley, Mike
Syzpak and Tom Schmidt.
The money to send the seven
was raised by the Sodality
through collections in the cam-

program.

At a meeting held on March 11
in Alumni Hall the Advisory
Board, which is made up of campus leaders of all schools, voiced
its opposition to the previous
structure of the campaign.
The new co-chairmen were in
complete agreement that the new
image of the gift was a well
come one. "First of all," said
Connelly, "the Senior Gift Advisory Board voted unanimously that
the prime goal of this year's drive
be that of 100 per cent participation by the graduating seniors.
There was strong feeling on the
board that the emphasis on money
had mushroomed out of propor-

No. 21

pus cafeterias on March 15 and
16. Sodality members had great
praise for the generosity of the

Drive Chairmen Harte and Connelly
for the Senior Gift drive begin on
the date when the donor becomes
a full-time wage earner." This
pcint was made to erase any misconceptions about the manner of
payment.
In addition, the concept of a
minimum gift was abolished by
the committee. This move was in
keeping with the general trend of
the new program.
The co-chairmen of the committee said that in the next issue
cf The Heights they hope to announce whether the gift will be
designated for some specific purpose cr contributed to the development program of the college. In
connection with this question the
co-chairmen encourage any suggestions by the graduating class
be submitted by campus mail to
"The Senior Gift, Lyons 428."
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faculty in helping
on Monday and an
on Tuesday. Some
bers emptied their

to raise $605
additional $60
faculty mempockets while

Nine Boston College students arrived last Wednesday in Selma,
Alabama, in order to take part
in the protest against discrimination in voter registration.
The students were Jay Bryant,
Marsha Flagg, Michael Greene,
Robert Gundersen, Gerard Kiley,
Jcseph Hayden, Peter and Richard Laroue and Phillip McGough.
The trip began at 2 p.m. Tuesday from Boston in a rented car
and ended at 9 p.m. Wednesday
in Selma. The nine students are
being housed in a Protestant
church in Selma and receive their
meals in private homes. Since the
death of James Reeb last week,
the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, which is sponsoring
the demonstration, has ordered
demonstrators not to leave the
Negro area or to eat in restaurants.
In a phene conversation with
The Heights the demonstrators
stressed that they were not on
their own but were under the control of the S.C.L.C.
Mr. Michael Greene emphasized
the need of money in the Selma
area. He said that his group were
being fed by Negro families who
had nc income, because they had
lest their jobs as a result of attempting to register to vote. Bosten College students and faculty
members were asked to send conliibutions to the Southern Christian Leadership Conference in order to aid these people who would
(Continued on Page Seven)

others gave their lunch money.
Student support was, however,
not as heavy as the Sodality had
Fr.
Walsh
announced
night
last
tion."
hoped.
the
goal
$15-million
Co-chairman Harte explained
that the
in
The seven students are commitfirst phase of the One Hundredth
the reasons surrounding the
Anniversary Program has been ted to a policy of non-violence.
change. "Last year, the class of
This means they may engage in
surpassed.
1964 pledged a phenomenal total
no physical combat nor offer any
cf $229,000 but only 58 per cent
Speaking at a Victory Dinner
resistance even if their friends
of the class participated."
at the Sheraton Plaza, he said or
they themselves are brutally
Beth men agreed that there had
that the school has raised $15,By this tactic they, like
attacked.
something
wrong
to be
with the
-276,000 to date.
demonstrators, betheir
fellow
image of the senior gift if 42 per
Dr. Richard H. Stanton, alumni lieve that their attackers will be
cent of the graduating class
representative, said that the disgraced. In conjunction with this
would not make a pledge to their
Alumni Association has passed
policy the seven attended a briefalma mater.
its $7-million goal with $7,173,000. ing on non-violent demonstration.
Although many matters have
This is the largest amount ever
In addition to the obvious sacyet to be discussed at future compledged to a. Catholic university
(Continued on Page Seven)
meetings,
mittee
it was affirmed
by its alumni. Reviewing the list
recently that "the pledge period
of alumni contributions, he praised last year's senior class for million goal by $103,000. Local and
its support of the Development national corporations contributed
Program.
$5,522,000, foundations gave $1,Adrian F. O'Keeffe, President
and individual donors
-580,000,
of First National Stores, Inc. and
Berinagys
Chairman of the Advance Gifts $1,001,000.
The Development Program now
Division of the campaign, said
L. Bernays, professionThe Editorial Beard of The '68) and Michael Rahill (A&S '68) that the non-alumni, including enters its $25-million second al Edward
counsel on public relations,
Heights is pleased to announce have been asked to become as- foundations, corporations, friends phase.
will speak on The Strategy and
the promotion cf Miss Judith Ped- sociate news editors. Beth joined
Tactics cf Developing Public Supthe
start
Heights
ementi from associate news edi- The
at
of last
member cf the Board of Direc- port en Wednesday, March 24 at
tor to co-news editor.
semester and worked as news retors cf the Boston College Circle 7:00 p.m. in Murray Conference
Miss Pedemcnti, a student in porters in the ensuing weeks.
Room.
K.
Club.
promoted
were
are:
Nursing,
the Graduate School of
Others who
His lecture is being sponsored
Mr. Gosselin is also a member
was invited to join the Editorial Janice Kclar (Ed. '68), Bob
by
cf
Beta
national
the BC Bureau of Public AfSigma,
Gamma
Beard en the basis cf her exten- C'Neil (A&S '68) and Phil Dc Belbusiness honor fraternity; the Un- fairs and is part of an open semisive and highly competent work ardino (A&S '68). All three were
Library Committee nar entitled Government, Politics
ever the past two semesters.
awarded the position of Heights
Jean P. Gosselin of Bristol, dergraduate
College;
the Boston Col- arjd Citizen Involvement.
(A&S
cf
Boston
staff reporter.
Additionally, Gerry Shea
Ccnn., was selected as the outMr. Bernays has been engaged
standing senior in the College of
in public relations since 1919. He
at
anBusiness Administration the
has advised leading American innual Sullivan Award dinner last
dustrial organizations, universiTuesday evening.
ties, welfare groups and non-profit
The award was presented by
foundations. In addition, he has
Rev. W. Seavey Joyce, S.J., Dean
served as public relations direcof the College of Business Admintor for the U. S. government and
istration.
several foreign nations.
An Accounting major, Mr. GosMr. Bernays is the author of
selin is a Dean's List student.
several books on public relations
He is president of the Honors
including Propaganda, The EnProgram in the College of Busigineering of Consent, and Crysness Administration; president of
tallizing Public Opinion. He has
the Connecticut Club; vice presireceived the King Christian X
dent of Alpha Sigma Nu, National
Medal (Danish) and New York
Jesuit honor fraternity; chancelCity Medallion of Honor, and is
lor of Delta Sigma Pi, profescurrently chairman of the Na(right).
Jean Gosselin
sional business fraternity; deputy
tional Committee for an Adequate
brigade commander of the Boston lege Knights of Columbus Coun- Overseas U. S. Information ProCollege ROTC Brigade; financial cil; the Accounting Academy; the gram.
chairman for the New England Business Club, and the Rifle Club. Future speakers in the seminar
District Convention of Circle X
He is a graduate of St. Antho- include Mayor John Collins, State
Clubs, the campus counterpart of ny's High School of Bristol and Secretary of State Kevin White,
the Kiwanis Club; and chairman is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph and Erwin D. Canham, editor of
Editors Shea, Pedemonti and Rahill
of the Publicity Committee and P. Gosselin.
The Christian Science Monitor.
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CampusClippings
BIRCHBARKER
The Hon. John H. Rousselot will

speak in Bapst Auditorium Tuesday, March 30, at 8:00 p.m. on
the Principals and Ideals of the
John Birch Society.
A former Congressman from
California, Mr. Rousselot has
been the public relations director
of the John Birch Society, and is
currently publisher of the Society's magazine American Opinion.
A question and answer period will
follow the guest speaker's talk.

ReadrHWTOehighfts e k

SSUMER CHOOL
Five institutes on special areas
of elementary and secondary
school education will be conducted
by Boston University this Summer
under a grant of $256,000 from the
National Defense Education ex-

Doris Kastarf
Ed. '66
Photo

pansion program.

The institutes will deal with
such diverse subjects as elementary school reading instruction,
audio visual materials, school

by Ted Lawson

WHAT DOES THE AA IN
NCAA STAND FOR?
It could be Athletic Association.
Nah!
It could be Alcoholic Association.
Yeah!
It could be Absent-minded
Aardvarks.

[
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INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT ID CARD

404 SEDAN
Extremely fine condition, 20,000
miles, sun roof, Micheline Court
tires, all transistor radio.
B.C. Ext. 536, Mrs. Terranova

for discounts in USA

1

?

library administration and secondary school English instruction.
Under the terms of the grant,
participants will receive a |75 per
week living stipend, in addition to
tuition, plus $15 per week for
each dependent. The grant also
provides for institute expenses and
faculty salaries.
For further information, contact
Warren Bazlrgan, MI 3 5218.

-

PWANT OPCORN?
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PROFITABLE BUSINESS ? SATISFYING HOBBY
and 28 countries. STUDENT SHIPS
to Europe, CHARTER FLIGHTS
FREE CATALOG
within Europe.
Write: Dept. CP
INTRODUCTORY
U.S. National Student Association
I
245 Madison Aye. New York, N.Y. 10016
I
Complete easy instruc'I
tions lor making sterling
{fl I silver and gold filled roI sanes plus
rosaries to be
used by Ine Missions.
X
Send ,or yours today No

'tm/m

|

CUE
I CAMPUS
590 Comm.
Aye.

Boston, Mass.

I
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obligation.

& COMPANY

Matter of f«ct, it stands for
Algonquin's pet Axototl.

WRITNE OW!

The Alpha and Omega Honor
Society of the School of Education
has announced its annual contest
to foster literary and artistic talent in the School of Education.
Competition is in three categories: poetry, short story, and art,
Rules tor the contest are available from any of the Alpha and
Omega members. All entries must
be submitted to the Registrar's
The Italian Academy, in con- Office In the School of Education
are enjunction with Alitalia Airlines, is by April 23. AU students
offering the student body an op- couraged to participate.

.,

College-going aardvarks are not
at all absent-minded.

On Tuesday, March 23, at 4:35,
the German Academy will present
two films on Essen and Rothenburg, in Room 11, of the School
of Education.
Two of the most colorful and
picturesque cities in modern
Germany.

On Monday, March 22, the BC
Young Democrats will sponsor
three showings of "1000 Days,"
a film on the administration of
President Kennedy. The film will
be shown at 11:15, 12:15, and 1:15
in the Murray Conference Room.
There will be no admission
charge but donations will be
sought for the Kennedy Memorial
Library Fund.

I

Hardly.

portunlty to view a film on Italy.
The film will be shown April 1,
at 3 p.m., in Campion Auditorium.

Across from B.U. Towers

POCKET BILLIARDS
"GREAT FOR
A DATE"

ST 2270

No matter what it stands for,
B.C. is going to take the prize
(even if it is a pet axototl).
Have a very PROVIDENTIAL

weekend with

some

booze from

Algonquin.

ALGONQUIN

PACKAGE STORE
115 CHISWICK ROAD
from 1800 Comm. Aye.)

(Across

AL 4-2759
ALGONOUIN WILL

DO ANY-

THING FOR HIS CUSTOMERS.
HE WILL EVEN TAKE YOUR
COMPULSORY RETREAT.

THE SAFE WAY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants

NoDoz? keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe refresher found in coffee. Yet
NoDoz is faster, handier,more
reliable. Absolutely not habitforming. Next time monotony

makes you feel drowsy while
studying, working or driving,
perk up
do as millions do
with safe, effective NoDoz
Keep Alert Tablets,

.. .

Aiwthtr iim

predict n Grovi ui»r«torn».

BERMUDA
LAST CHANCE!
AT

Strategically Located
MONTGOMERY COTTAGES

$

147

ALSO, FIVE OTHER TOURS

RAY PIONTEK
Welch 212
244-3362

\u25a0 *#\u25a0?

PAUL MANCINI
Maiden
DA 2-0409

ED O'CONNOR
Welch 208
244-3362

THE
LETTERMEN
They sing twelve beautiful love songs Portrait
of My Love, Willow Weep for Me, et al. ?with a
smooth new harmony that makes you feel good
all over. There's even a king-size, full color
portrait of them included, if you go for that sort
of thing.
?

If you want the itinerary of their current tour,
or if you want information about a personal
appearance at your campus
Write for full information to: LETTERMEN
Advertising Department, Capitol Records
1750 N. Vine Street, Hollywood, California
?

More great Lettermen albums:
A SONG FOR YOUNG LOVE
ONCE UPON A TIME
COLLEGE STANDARDS
THE LETTERMEN IN CONCERT
A LETTERMEN KIND OF LOVE
THE LETTERMEN LOOK AT LOVE
SHE CRIED

C C O R 0 $!/

ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
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1669
1711
1829
1936
2013
2083
2142
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By Mike Arnold, Features Editor
Let us begin by saying what
can all too rarely be said of a
film of this genre: The Greatest
Stcry Ever Told is a masterpiece,
a scaring, glorious motion picture
mat ranks as the finest biblical
film ever produced.
Such a statement is, to be sure,
relative to the viewer. It remains
for time to vindicate what certain critics have damned to artistic hellfire. George Stevens, the
infinitely talented writer-producerdirector of The Greatest Story
has been much put upon for remaining orthodox to the Four
Gospels. This is nonsense.
What Stevens has done with the
materials at hand as nearly approaches a work of art as anything the movies have ever ac-

unarguable; his handling of great iment of evil and temptation.
crowds impressive; his ability to Never overs-tressed by Stevens,
draw every shade and nuance the character is an ingenious litfrom a scene beyond compare. erary device and totally acceptaWhen Yon Sydow is not on view, ble.
it is Stevens who holds the audiLess satisfying is the delineaence by the sheer wonder of his tion cf Judas who, along with
artistry: From the breathtakingly the Dark Hermit, represents Stebeautiful Nativity to the brutally ven's second departure from the
realistic massacre of the inno- Gospels. David McCallum's

Another choice of casting has, cases there is little to argue with.
unfortunately been bathed in a The exceptions are Charlton Hescynosure of controversy. We are ton, a bit too much of a muscuspeaking of Ed Wyim as Old Ar- lar John the Baptist, though his
am whose sight is cured by incomparable baritone voice and
Christ. That fine old man who heroically sculpted face are very
in recent years has shown unsus- right and John Wayne, totally
pected depths of performance, is wasted as the Centurian who degenuinely effective, creating one clares his faith. Without hesitaof the several of die most poig- tion, every other actor does exceedingly well
notably Claude
Rains as Herod; Telly Savalas as
Pilate; Jose Ferrer as Antipas;
?

complished. Equally responsible
is Max Yon Sydow as Christ.
A veteran of Ingmar Bergman

films, the Swedish actor is nothing short of sublime, essaying
from the superb Stevens-James
Lee Barrett-Carl Sandburg script,
a character of warm, manly, dignified compassionate proportions.
Yon
Sydow's restraint, and
strength, his grasp of the role,
his ability to hold an audience by
direct, silent gaze into the camera is little less than astonishing.
Here is a Jesus who might have

walked the earth: not without hu-

Ina Balm, Max

yon

Sydow, Janet Margolin, Joanna Dunham

mor, beguiling,- gentled, courteous, tolerant, ever aware of his cents, through the unexpected in- gleaming good looks and precise
mission, man and deity, at once tensity of the Lazarus episode, diction constitute a cunning piece
Christ the Merciful and Jesus through to the sunlit resurrec- of offbeat casting. His Judas is
Zarathustra. Scene after scene tion?talent.
remarkably moving and sympaturns on the authority of Sydow's No such life of Christ can hold thetic, despite the fact that the
portrayal and is consequently ex- dramatic surprise or suspense in part itself is enigmatically writalted. The final moment on the the literal sense. FArerything de- ten and never quite clear as to
cross, when the film stops turn- pends upon conception and inter- the reasons behind the betrayal.
ing, simply holding on Christ's pretation. Stevens chose to film Moreover Judas does not hang
face is, as has been pointed out, The Greatest Story not in the himself, but in a- stunningly unthe very synthesis of the suffer- Holy Land, but in the American stressed scene throws himself ining Christ of 2000 years of Church Southwest, all to the good; for to the temple fire.
art, a profoundly moving moment. the Judea of 2,000 years ago
Still another challenge to be
It is doubtful?even if critically geographically compares to the faced was the delicate question
dangerous to say?that conceivab- Israel of today in about the same of the Virgin Mary role. Two dely no one else could have done way that New Amsterdam does to cisions were reached, essentially
quite so well as Yon Sydow, who New York City. By utilizing the satisfying. First, excepting a few
is the obvious recipient of the area around Glen Canyon and lines of the Magnificat said in
Oscar for Best Actor, one year Pyramid Lake, Stevens has monologue at the beginning. Mary
hence.
achieved some stunning, theatri- is silent throughout the film; neAs for Stevens, his hat already cal effects. He has romanticized cessarily a symbol of purity and
overflowing with triumphs having the area and in so doing imparted sorrow, rather than a dramatic
directed A Place in the Sun, a dazzling natural beauty to the force. Second, though thirty-three
years pass, she does not noticably
Shane, Giant, The Diary of Anne film.
Frank, he has outdone himself
Another novelty in conception is age. Enacting the role is Dorothy
and utterly secured his place as the decidedly enigmatic, probably McGuire and what little she is
the finest American director in symbolic, figure of the Dark Her- called upon to do she does exthe history of motion pictures. His mit, place of the Devil. Chillingly quisitely well. Her large, lovely,
wit, his formal intelligence, are underplayed by Donald Pleasence, womanly eyes, her gentle,
everywhere apparent. His taste,is he constantly appears throughout thoughtful expression are indubiimpeccable; his camera sense the film as the corporeal embod- tably right.

WilamA'&S 67

our minds and our hearts.
We, in the United States, have
our own special commitment to
fulfill, and that is to come to the
aid of our fellow citizen, the
American Negro, who has long
and courageously carried the banner of human rights. Currently
that banner reads, On to Selma,
but there will be other battles in
other places. The time has come
when we must take the torch from
failing hands, and commit ourselves body and soul to this revolution. It is hard for us to stand
up and fight, but I would rather
go forward with great fear than

sit back cynically criticizing the
honest efforts of others.
Last Sunday I attended a freedom rally held on the Boston Common. While at that rally I heard
a Negro minister tell of a conceived an inflatable punching bag,
shaped like a cartoon character.
After playing with it for awhile
versation that he had with his
young son. The boy had just rethe boy asked his father why the
bag kept coming right back up
again after he had knocked it
down, but before his father could
answer the boy said, "he must be
standing up on the inside?that's
why he keeps coming back for
more." Yes, it is hard to stand
up, especially on the inside.
It has become fashionable for
society to pay lip service to the
Negro cause, and we often hear

about "those unfortunate Negroes
in Alabama," or "those poor Negroes in the South." Let us remember that this revolution is
not only being fought in the South,
but here in our suburbs, in our
families, and in our minds. There
is a saying among Negroes that

(As a personal note, I should
like to add that I have been reviewing films for "The Heights"
Stevens chose to use dozens of for three years and in all that
noted actors for what in some in- time I have never seen a motion
stances were the briefest of parts. picture which I more strongly
In almost every?though not all
urge yon to see. ?M.P.A.)

formance.

?

CIVW
L RONGS
By Jon D. Schneider, A&S '65

When a campaign begins at BC
to send students to Alabama, it is
time to express another opinion.
When people desire to prolong the
violence of Selma, it's time to
preach restraint.
Let it be known at the outset,
lest I be tagged a "White Racial
Extremist," that I firmly support
the civil rights movement. All
By Gren,
men are equal; every intelligent
a Southern whiteman will look citizen should have the right to
vote. Negroes should be registered
you in the eye, frown and say
in Selma; demonstration should
"No," but a Northern whiteman continue where they can non-viowill smile, look you in the eye lently promote publicity for the
cause. But it is time to emphaand say "Hell, No."
do have limits.
How do we go about making size that all rights
All voting tests should not be
an intelligent commitment? In or- eliminated; violent demonstrader to make an intelligent deci- tions, regardless of fault for the
sion, I think we should all make violence, should not be allowed.
an attempt to attend the freedom
The attempt to send students
rallies, and listen to men who are into this explosive situation is viin the forefront of this revolu- olent, ironic, and misdirected. Let
tion; these are men able to clear- us put away our collegiate ideally and honestly articulate the ism for a moment and view the
goals of the Negro, find out about cold practical situation in Selma.
the various freedom organizaA cordon of public officials deditions, and their activities. There cated to preserving the orderfaces
is ample opportunity for doing an equally dedicated group of civil
this. The next step is up to you, rights advocates determined to
and only you. Will you stand up show the world that they can
and commit yourself, prepared to march anywhere in the city of
come back up again if knocked Selma. Is a law which limits demdown, will you sit back and re- onstrations in an attempt to profuse to take the torch of freedom tect both sides so unreasonable?
from the failing hands of the val- Can a confrontation of a group bitiant who have endured so much ter over the attempts to flaunt the
in order that they might pass it law,
end in anything less than
on to you? It is not easy to be
brave, but together "I do believe. ] violence? Our experience of the
We shall overcome someday."
last two weeks gives the answer.

R
CIVL IGHTS
Throughout
our land and
throughout the world, we are experiencing a revolution. It is not
just a revolution to free the Negro, or the poverty stricken, or
the oppressed, but rather it is a
revolution to free ourselves from
the bonds of hatred, bigotry and
pride that have so enslaved our
minds these many generations.
In this article I would like to
propose that we make a commitment to this revolution. Not a
blind, unreasoning stand, but an
intelligent commitment of both

nant moments during the film.
As for the Apostles, they are
all young, eager, alternately
touching, humorous and wholly
human. Standout among them is
Roddy McDowell as Mathew, Michael Anderson, Jr., as James
the Younger; John Considine as
John and most praiseworthy of
all Gary Raymond as Peter, a
brusque, vigorous, gem of per-

Michael Tolan as Lazarus; Martin- Landau as Caiaphas and Van
Heflin as Bar Amand.
Behind the camera, one must
begin by complementing in generous proportion, Loyal Griggs
and the late William C. Mellor
for their cinematography. Utilizing a new unlined, one camera
Cinerama process, they have
achieved a depth and clarity rare
in screen presentations. Working
with Stevens and Eliot Elisofan
(who created a muted color
scheme for the film, so different
from the usual garnishes of spectacles)
Messers. Mellor and
Griggs have accomplished wonders of composition. The other
credits, too numerous to mention
arc equally exceptional. Suffice to
say the set designs as well as
the costumes are impressivly realistic.
Alfred Newman's music which
twice brings in the Hallelujah
chorus from Handel is thoroughly
professional and generally attractive. All other departments, from
special effects to editing to sound
recording, are surpassingly good.
Finally, then, here is a film for
which the entire motion picture
industry?both foreign and domestic?can take a prideful and welldeserved bow.

The situation becomes ironic in
the light of the recent concensus
against compulsion on the Boston
College campus. Our students find
forced religion detestable. Do

Southern whites find forced integration any less disagreeable?
Southern society including Governor Wallace does not deny the
Negro the right to vote because
he is unequal, but because he is
not intelligently able to exercise
that right. I do not defend their
stand, but wish to show that even
whites in Alabama can be conscientious.
Finally, these attempts are misdirected for anyone who has driven through Roxbury. Has so much
prejudice and economic distress
been eliminated in our own back
yard that we can afford to clean
up the South? Are the voting
booths in Boston filled with a representative proportion of Negroes
on voting day?
I reaffirm my support of the
civil rights movement, but I ask
that these questions be considered:
1) Can a person non-violently
participate in the violence at
Selma?
2) Can we decry compulsion in
a religion which we all accept,
yet force issues against southern
whites firmly convinced that those
views are wrong?
3) Should we send a representative to Alabama or one more to

Roxbury?

Jon D. Schneider
A&S '65
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REFERENDUM

LETRSLETTERS

Hockey

On Monday of this week a "petition that will insure the students a full, fair,
calling for a student referendum on the and democratic representation.
Dear Sir:
Activities Fee was circulated in the ColBefore this referendum can be conOnce again our hockey team
lege of Arts and Sciences, and over three ducted, however, students must be given has brought the attention of the
hundred signatures were obtained on it far more information than has presently country to Boston College. The
in just a few hours time. On the same been made available. We respectfully capture of the Eastern division tiday an opinion poll on the Activities Fee urge student government officers to bring tle consummates a season of spirdiscussion of the Activities Fee down to itedly contested games made poswas conducted by The Heights, and a magruelling sessions of
jority of the students who answered inthe classroom level, and, as always, we sible only by physical
strain. One
practice and
dicated dissatisfaction with the proposal. invite students to voice their opinions on fact
overlooked in appraising
often
nor
petition
referendum
has
been
pages.
Neither the
our features
When this
the great hockey powers is that
the poll of The Heights are presented as done, when explanations have been given, BC depends almost entirely on loa conclusive consensus of opinion. They questions have been answered, criticisms cal talent. Even Jim Mullen lives
both reached only limited numbers, and have been evaluated, then we will be less than 50 miles away. Few, if
were conducted in a hurried fashion. ready for a referendum in which the stu- any, good hockey schools skate an
all U.S. team, let alone one comTaken at face value, however, they do dents will make the final decision.
of only local boys. I'm sure
show that a sizeable segment of the stuTo date, the methods used by the posed
that
we
are all proud of our "hapthe
opposed
either
to
community
is
dent
the Ac- py-hockey" team.
government
passing
student
in
The brownActivities Fee itself or to the manner in
the baggers triumph again!
mockery
have
been
a
of
tivities
Fee
Campus
passed
by
was
the
which it
E. Ansello
democratic process. Virtually no informaCouncil.
A&S '66
We feel that these students have a tion was released until the proposal was
Student
and
Congress
approved
by
the
right to be heard, and we feel that the
Campus Council has a moral obligation voted on, a day later, by the Campus
to recognize them. We are suggesting, Council. We feel that such a shameful Dear Sir,
therefore, a university-wide referendum disregard of student interests is a far
As an A&S senior, I wish to take
on the question of an Activities Fee. This cry from the type of government we de- this
opportunity to answer a colrepresentatives.
from
our
us,
only
is the
one serve
measure, it seems to
umn in last week's Heights by Ed-

.

Cards

IT'STABOU IME
Now that March is here, can the
Senior Gift Program be far behind?
The Program started in 1960. In
just a few years, it has, unfortunately,
degenerated into a slick, professional
fund drive in which the voluntary aspect
essential to all gifts is missing. In the
past, the individual Senior, instead of
committing himself to a sincere and realistic pledge, was in too many cases pressured into agreeing to a sum which he
might or might not give. The program
became an impersonal thing, and the
meaning of the "Gift" was lost.
The present Senior Gift Committee
seems to be aware of the original purpose of the program. This year, plans
call for primary emphasis being put on
the individual's voluntary participation
in the gift program. The committee has
decided that no minimum individual assessment will be set, and no over-all
monetary goal will be established.

EDITORS-in-CHIEF
Ann O'Malley
Frank Manning

NEW EDITORS
Jack Kelly, Judy Pedemonti

Another approved measure calls for
fulfillment of the pledge to start only
after the donating senior has full time
employment.
The questions which now must be
asked are: does Boston College want
"paper pledges" or promises fulfilled?
to pledge
What do the seniors want
and maintain integrity, or to be pressured
into sometimes unfulfilled promises?
Most colleges and universities want a
large percentage of alumni contributing.
When corporations contemplating substantial gifts inquire, "How many of your
alumni have contributed to their Alma
Mater?", numbers count, not amounts
pledged.
The plan now being considered by
the Senior Gift committee would be of
more value, in the long run, than
the professional fund-raising campaigns
which have been conducted in the past.
?
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Bylebyl has, in fact, never had

him in class. This lack of understanding casts doubt on Mr. Bylebyl's own "mature and sincere
interest in scholarship."
Each class of History 35-36, as
given by the professor to whom
Mr. Bylebyl refers, is an integral
part of the total historical perspective presented. There are no
superfluous lectures; nothing is
given which could be construed as
irrelevant to the matter under
study. On the contrary, the detailed presentation of fact, which
is an outstanding characteristic of
the course, stands as testimony in
contradiction and refutation of Mr.

Bylebyl's implications concerning
the quality of the course.
No one who has had any contact with this professor could deny
that he treats all students fairly
and equitably. The constant
crowds outside his office in Carney
attest to his avid personal interest
in his students. It is only the immaturity of those who fail to realize this and don't have the good
sense to come to class that forces
him to have recourse to such

measures. These measures are
clearly for the students' own good
ward Doherty in regards to card and are necessary only as long
games in Lyons dining hall. As a as people persist in their lack of
student who has spent five years understanding.
at Boston College, I feel perhaps
A student of this parI am qualified to comment on Mr.
ticular professor.
Doherty's views concerning card- Editor's note: In accordance with
claying during class hours.
an editorial policy ol the Heights,
First, let me point out that card- all personal references have been
playing has not always been fordeleted from this letter.
bidden in Lyons cafeteria. Only
rule
esyears
ago
was the
four
tablished. The main purpose of
the rule is to prevent students
from wasting their valuable time. Dear Sir:
And let me assure you, Mr. DoherIt's not that I'm trying to critity, that card-playing is a waste cize your poll, but as a math maof your time. I am personally ac- jor my nerves are jarred by mathquainted with many otherwise in- ematical errors where important
telligent men whose studies have issues are involved.
suffered drastically from too many First of all in question No. 1
"leisurely card games."
there were 711 nays and 173 yays.
Although card-playing may be This adds up to 884, not 844, there"a leisurely pastime," for some, fore making the percentage 80.1%.
for many it is a daily four-hour In question No. 2 the correct
activity. If you disbelieve me, ob- percentage is 84.9%, because the
serve for yourself that it is al- remainder 864 is more than half
ways the same group of students cf 907 the divisor.
whom you see playing cards, and The one that really bothered me,
also that they play several hours however, was Question 3. You said
every day. Surely you must agree you polled 603 yes votes. Of this
that their time could be better number 109 were girls and 376
spent!
were boys. 109 plus 376 equals
In response to your objection 485. Who were the other 118? What
that card-playing in Lyons cafe- were the other 118?
teria does not involve money, I
Yours for better addition,
can agree only partly. Dut to the
Morley
Walter
point system in whist games, it is
A&S
'67
very simple matter to remember
how much each player owes his
opponents. Naturally you don't
see money on the tables?it is paid
at the end of the afternoon, or the To the Editor:
following day.
In recent weeks concern has
In conclusion, let me advise you been mounting over one of the
and your colleagues who wish to most pertinent problems ever to
play cards to do so in the student rear its ugly head on the BC
lounges. For your own benefit, campus. The difficulty is this:
limit your card-playing time! Have Not one of the on-campus food
you come to Boston College to factories will provide the eager
waste your time, or do you wish students with a Salada teabag.
to get an education?
They all use Tetley. Now any dolt
William A. Reilly, Jr. knows that' Salada teabags, with
A & S '65
their witty sayings on each little
tag, are of immeasurablevalue to
the sophisticated college student
of today. They stimulate the mind
and make eating a happy timeTo the Editors:
yes, even at BC. But those other
article
in
the
Features
The lead
section of last week's Heights, things?those wretched little blue
that of Jerome Bylebyl, contained things that say "official tea of the
could
an allusion to a member of the World's Fair" echh! How
demented,
no
matter
how
anyone,
that
I
College
faculty of Boston
contend that such drivel
feel I am bound to protest emphat- possibly
collegiically. In an attempt to document is in keeping with a truly
atmosphere.
ate
Bylebyl
Mr.
recounted
case,
his
any doubt as
an incident which took place in And can there be
this outthe classroomof this faculty mem- to who is responsible for
you
ber. Regardless of the intent of rageous outrage? The Jesuits,
What
other
orsay,
rightly
and
so!
or
validBylebyl's
Mr.
article the
could be so adamantity of his position, this malicious ganized body
vilification of a professor cannot ly dogmatic, Thomistic, and a
be tolerated in a university dedi- lousy judge of tea?
then,
cated to the ideals that Boston It is up to yourights Heights,
of
our
and inefguardian
College is.
The presentation of the above- fable protector of the masses, to
free-thinking
mentioned incident as an example organize the greatest
history.
Come, let
in
protest
BC's
of the "ludicrous lengths to which
Gonzaga
a few teachers will go" betrays us climb to the top of
Mr. Bylebyl's total lack of under- and let loose our cries in unison.
Sweetly yours,
standing and appreciation of this
J. Leo Studmaus
method and suggests that Mr.

Poll

UpSalada

Admiration

-
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If the Boston College Student
body has the "guts"?and I believe they do?to vote on principle,
the only source of true popularity,
April 12 will mark The Last Hurrah of the biggest clique in Boston College history
Student

5

Reason and Reform

to realize that we can do what we student's money on NSA fees.
prove ourselves capable of doing. There was no guarantee that the
This clique has kept the student Campus Council would vote the
body on the opium of either no way it did. This is a key example
information or misinformation. It's of the clique at play.
time to "break the habit." It's Another more ludicrous example
time to kick out the clique.
is "Retreats". This year at the
Government.
Why? First of all, because this first Student Congress it was
It is this clique
not the ad- clique does not represent and does motioned that two retreats, one
ministration as they would have us not intend to represent the stu- every two years, be mandatory
believe
which is primarily re- dent in student government. Some instead of four. The original
sponsible for keeping Boston Col- examples:
motion on the floor was for one
lege from becoming one of the
Last year the A&S Senate re- retreat during the first two years.
country's truly great universities. jected "a petition requesting a This was October. At that time
This clique does not care about referendum on the question of only one Senator arose to say
progress?it cares about security. NSA since it had no provision for that there should be no mandaIts own, of course.
referendum in its Constitution. tory retreats
that the students
No longer can this clique blame Only reluctantly did it consent to wanted no mandatory retreats
the system, using it as a scape- a polling of the College. Approxi- and that the only honest course
goat for its own indifference to mately five hundred students voted of action would be to keep the
the system's inequities. No longer overwhelmingly (five to one) motion at one retreat during the
can they "pass the buck" to the against NSA. The A&S Senate first two years. The other Senaadministration or some other blind thumbed its nose at these stu- tors scoffed at him, saying he
alley
this clique has had their dents and passed NSA with only didn't know what he was talking
chance to make Student Govern- two no votes. These Senators who about, and besides, the adminiment democratic, and they have voted yes on NSA evidently felt stration might not approve only
refused to do so.
that they were more representa- one mandatory retreat. At the
The administration of Boston tive of their college than the five next Congress in December, the
College is not "medieval"
but hundred students who voted. If motion for two retreats was nearits Student Government is. It's NSA had gotten through the Cam- ly unanimously passed. Last
time to stop sneering at the Ad- pus Council
week's Heights revealed how the
which it didn't
ministration and to start staring Student Government would have students really felt The Heights
at Student Government. It's time spent a considerable sum of the only took a week to find out

BHoyweAMc'C&artShy, 67

approved or disapproved by -the

Can you imagine mat? Eight
electorate, was his Freshman people decide who should be the
year. This isn't a government- Student Government Officers for
it's a bureaucracy.
a student body of five thousand
The roots of the abundant in- four hundred. This is not only
equities of Boston College's sys- unethical?it's insane.
tem of Student Government reFundamental to democracy are
side in the method of selection of elections for specific offices. UniCampus Council members and versity-wide elections must be
their officers.
held at Boston College for uniEight students compose the versity-wide offices. The Campus
Campus Council. Under the sta- Council should not be done away
tus quo, every year each Senate with; it should be democratized.
elects one of their own to a two- The ideal compromise between
year term on the Campus Coun- the big and small schools would
cil. During their first year, coun- be that one enacted by our forecil members owe fealty to their fathers between the big and small
sovereign senates and to no one states. Each school would have at
else?least of all to the students least one member on the campus
who had no say in their selection Council who would be elected atin the first place. During their large in his College. This would
second year, when they are of- insure representation for all
ficers
which posts they hold schools. But the four Campus
through their election by their Council officers?in actuality, the
fellow councillors?they owe al- four Student Body officers?should
legiance to no one; not even to be chosen by the student body
their now subservient ex-Senates itself since it is the Student Body
?and least of all, not to the stu- whom they are to represent.
dents of the university who had An example of the desperate
no say in their selection in the need for both referendums and
(Continued on Page Eleven)
student opinion
the Student first place.
Senators had a whole month. Yet
did the Senators bother to discover their constituents true feelings? Did they bother to repreA&S
BSuygnet,
sent the students' opinion? No,
they
did
not.
Since
when does
The Student Senate and the and expansion of all phases of
The student body of Boston Col- strated all too adequately what
Campus Council sponsored a Cam Campus life and permit a reduc- a clique take orders?
This travesty of student govern- lege was last week presented with can happen when a single class
pus Conference open to all stu- tion of cost to the student and as
in the form of makes a mistake. However, it
dent of the university to investi- a consequence greater student par- ment, where the students cannot a fait accomplipassage
of a five- does seem strange that student
Campus
Council
effectively
register
opinions,
their
gate in detail the social, religious, ticipation.
be so concernintellectual, and athletic problems
Student Government remains the exists because there is no provi- dollar activities fee. The decision government shouldmonetary
diffiwithin the Boston College com- only means whereby students can sion for a referendum in the con- seemed rather paradoxical in ed with students'
munity, and present concrete pro- choose and execute the activities stitution of any of the four Stu- light of the fact that it was ac- culties as to resist a tuition raise,
and at the same time so indifferposals for their remedy.
that they want. To turn over all dent Senates let alone the Cam- companied by a resolution calling ent as to impose a
further fee.
Many of these suggestions have financing of activities to the ad- pus Council. Until referendums for tuition stabilization. Further,
now beenrealized. There has been ministration is to lose all control exist, the student will continue to the manner of its passage, with Defenders of the motion say
the fee will result in the rea resurgence of activity of campus of these activities. On the other be dumped whether he knows it no advance publicity and no that
sampling of public opinion, was duction, perhaps even the abolition
organizations as witnessed by the hand, it is not denied that students or not.
of the present class dues, but
appearance of a Mental Health who attend no extracurricular Again, why must this clique be tantamount to an admission that
Week, the appearance of Doctor functions do lose. But just how kicked out? Not only does this public opinion was overwhelm- they do not bother to note that the
Rock, the revitalization of the many students are in this cate- clique not represent the students, ingly opposed to such a measure. proposals as passed by the
Cheverus Club, the establishment gory? How many students have but in many cases, they are not Yet it is true that an increase in Campus Council makes no definite
taxes is always unpopular, and provision for such action, leaving
of Boston College's first real Win- absolutely no interest in the Uni- even elected by the students.
popular opinion, while very it up to the discretion of the
that
of
perfect
example
A
non-electer Weekend, to name just a few. versity other than the attendeven if the
The Campus Council is more ac- ance of class? The number is few, tion is John Hodgman. John is important, is not always the final individual Senates and
class dues were abolished, the
tive than ever.
and it is hoped that this new pro- the head of Student Government criterion in such matters.
The Council has underwritten posal will allow all students to at our university. Presently a
The finances of the Campus total revenues collected by student
such diverse functions as The actively participate in those ac- Junior, John is Campus Council Council, which depends for its government would be more than
Fantasticks, Billy Graham's ad- tivities in which they are inter- Chairman?and a damn good one. sustenance on the somewhat vari- doubled by the fee, going from
dress, and Junior Year Abroad ested, and allow these activities to Yet the last time John Hodgman able proceeds of mixers, have roughly $11,000 to well over
Scholarship. The Senates have become an important part of uni- had to face the voters, the last long been in a state of flux, and $25,000.
It can be argued that ticket
made available scholarships and
(Continued on Page Eleven)
time John Hodgman had to be last year's Junior Week demon- prices
for social events will desponsored numerous lectures of
crease, and this is probably true,
university interest. In short there
for fully two-fifths of the proposed
has been an increase of activity in
funds will be allotted for social
all phases of life in the student
affairs. But this kind of Utopian
community as befits a great unithinking is ridiculous, for while
versity.
THEATER
Phil Dißelardino,
the ticket prices may go down,
As a result of this additional COLONIAL: Half a Sixpence, a
somebody still pays. Furthermore,
activity, the problem of financing new English musical is in town manuel College will present the
CINERAMA: Greatest Story the fee puts the
students' taste in
two
pre-Broadway
for
a
week
enunderwriting
and
these functions
Boston Ballet Company in The Ever Told. Go see it no matter
has become more acute. Student gagement. The production, based Green Season, Pas Dc Quatre, and what Mike Arnold says. ($2 to entertainment at the mercy of
government officers. Even if these
Government is severely hampered on the H. G. Wells novel, Kipps, the Scotch Symphony.
$3.50)
officers make popular choices,
in its attempts to maintain and features British singing star TomLECTURES
SAXON: My Fair Lady. With a (which is by no means guaranexpand these programs. Student my Steele and American comediThe Ford Hall Forum is spon- little bit of luck you may be able teed), many students
will still be
organizations with no access to enne Charlotte Rae.
soring a discussion entitled Medi- to get tickets for the best picture
to pay for events which
funds other than dues are forced CHARLES PLAYHOUSE: Faith care: Is It The Best SoMtaa? of the year. With Audrey Hepburn, forced
they did not want, or are unable,
to appeal to the already belea- and begorra! Scan O'Casey's The
Rex Harrison and twelve Academy to attend.
guered Campus Council. The Stu- Plough and the Stars has opened
Award nominations?BY GEORGE As the Council outlines its prodent Congress, realizing and care- at the Charles for a five week
(Cukor, that is) THEY'VE GOT gram, the $10,000 earmarked for
fully evaluating the problem, pro- stanza. DON'T MISS IT!
IT! ($2.00 to $3.90)
social activities will be distributed
posed the adoption of an Activities NEW ENGLAND LIFE HALL:
PARAMOUNT: None But The to the respective Interclass CounFee. The Congress was faced with The annual Passion Play, The
\u25a0rave, Frank Sinatra's producing, cils with no strings attached.
the problem of gathering these Christus, will be featured tonight
directing, and acting naturally They feel that this extra money
funds or facing the possibility of and Saturday night at 8:30 p.m.
make this war melodrama one of will not only lower prices but will
discontinuing the student activities Tickets for reserved seats range
the most poorly produced, directed also improve the quality of the
it has done so much to foster. The from $2.25 to $3.00 and $1.50 for
and acted films since Four For entertainment This may be true,
Senators felt it would be the opin- unreserved seats.
Texas. ($.90 to $1-80)
but it would seem that this proion of the students to adopt such LOEB DRAMA CENTER: The
For anyone who has missed cedure, which actually amounts
a measure.
Harvard Dramatic Club is prethem: Rififi is now at the FINE to running a social calendar at a
It must be understood that the senting George Buchner's Dan*
ARTS and Hiroshima Mon Amour deliberate loss, might very well
proposed fee is not a Prom fee. ton's Death tonight and Saturday
i> at the BRATTLE SQ. Both Ex- encourage sloppiness among its
The funds collected are specifically night at 8 p.m. The play deals
administrators, since it would
earmarked for spiritual, cultural, with the personal and public life Guest speakers include Dr. Ed- cellent.
make them almost completely inand intellectual activities as well of the French Revolutionary fig- ward K. Annis, past president of
MISCELLANEOUS
as social functions. It will provide ure.
Feelings,
No Hard
a musical sat- dependent of gate receipts from
the A.M.A. and Dean Charles I.
events they sponsored. It
funds for all campus clubs and
Schottland, former Commissioner ire on university life, is being pre- the
CONCERTS
organizations participating in UniTomorrow night, 8:30 p.m., at of Social Security under President sented by the Harvard theatrical would further appear that a social
versity-wide activities. It will al- Symphony Hall, American con- Eisenhower. Sunday, 8 p.m. in group as this year's "Hasty Pud- event which cannot support itself
low the Interclass Councils to pro- tralto Shirley Verrett assisted by Jordan Hall.
ding" Show. Now at the Hasty (or at least come close) is unhigh
vide
quality entertainment at the Harvard Glee Club will perPudding Clubhouse in Cambridge. wanted, and should not be run.
MOVIES
What of the other three-fifths
reduced prices, thus increasing form Brahms Rhapsody for ConBEACON HILL: How To MurThe CEILI Club is sponsoring an
student participation. It will es- tralto and Prokofiev's Cantata der Your Wife. Jack Lemmon and evening of Irish Folk Dancing to- of our money? Ostensibly it will
be used for the normal running
tablish a buffer fund to help pre- Alexander Nevsky. Erich Leins- Virna Lisi (Italy's answer to just night at Alumni Hall, 8:00. (99c)
activitiesof a student government
vent such a disaster as befell last dorf will open the program with about anybody) star in this amuscoming
to
SymVan Clibum is
year's Junior class. In summary Mozart's B-Flat Major Diverti- ing but often drawn out comedy phony Hall, Sunday afternoon, which is becoming increasingly
professional, and the remainder
then, the proposed Activities Fee mento.
about divorce?American Style. March 28.
will provide for the maintenance On Thursday, March 25, Em- ($1 to $1.80)
THAT'S ALL FOR NOW!
(Continued on Page Eleven)
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College of Arts
and Sciences
First Semester 1964-1965

Class of 1965
SCHOLARS OF THE COLLEGE
First Honors (92.0 or over)
Bergon, Frank A.
Lynch, Joseph H.
Morrissey, Edmond J.
Suarez, Alfredo A.
Thornton, Peter J.
Vary, James P.
HONORS PROGRAM
First Honors (92.0 or over)
Anderson, Jo, Jr.
Bevil, Ronald A.
Bylebyl, Jerome J.
Connolly, Michael J.
Driscoll, Mark J.
Gingerelli, George MLeekley, John R.
McCreary, Eugene P.
McGough, Philip

Rosier, Ronald C.
Vernon, John E.
Second Honors (88.0-91.9)
Burke, Eugene F.
Caruso, Michael G.
Connolly, Paul E.
Dimond, Paul K.
Duffiy, Paul R.
Feeney, James H.
Hajek, Theodore J.

Hambleton, John W.
Hosker, Rayford P.
Hurley, William J.

Laßrecque, Douglas R.
Lopresti, John P.
Manasseri, Richard J.
McGunnigle, Michael G.

Seabrook, David

Third Honors (84.0-87.9)
Balizet, Louis B.
Bortolot, Victor J.
Collins, J. Stephen

.

Lento, Thomas Y.
Madigan, John A.
Milholland, Arthur Y.
Morash, Ronald P.
O'Hare, Robert J.
REGULAR PROGRAM
First Honors (92.0 or over)
Brock, John J.
Conley, David P.
Conway, Thomas J.
Fitzgerald, William M.
Hardiman, William P.
Houser, Vincent P.
Lonergan, Edward J.
Manson, Melvin A.
McGahan, Peter M.
McLaughlin, Joseph T.
McLaughlin, Michael J.
O'Neil, Harold F., Jr.
Ryan, William A.

White, Robert P.

Second Honors (88.0-91.9)
Azulay, Ricardo K.
Bigos, Stanley T.
Burgoyne, J. Albert
Cafarelli, Nicholas J., 11l
Clarke, Richard H.
Colucci, Stephen R.
Comeaux, George E.

Costello, Thomas
Cunniffe, Martin J.
Curran, Allan J.

Kenneth Y. Dalton
Diczok, Paul E.
Donnelly, Kevin J.
Donnelly, Paul
Doody, Louis P.
Dullea, Gerard J.
Dumas, Joseph S.
Dunlany, William S.
Ecklofl, JamesC.
Fell, Richard N.
Gadbois, James J.
Gervasi, Frederick A.
Gleason, Walter J.
Goss, Irving
Griffin, John J.
Griffin, Stephen C.
Hammill, James F.
Hoefling, Richard K.
Hoye, William
Joyce, John J.
Karr, Stephen H.
Kosiorek, Richard A.
Leben, William R.
Leclair, Thomas E.
MacNeil, Daniel J.
Maitland, Gerald P.
Malkemus, Charles M.
Marier, Robert L.
Mason, John L.
Mclntyre, Alan F.
McMullen, James Y.
Nagy, Blaise
Quigley, Garry T.
Reagan, William J.
Ritchie, Kenneth C.
Scally, Gerald F.
Stephenson, Edward R.
Thornton, Martin T.
Third Honors (84.0-87.9)
Ahearn, James J., Jr.
Amirault, David B.
Bacigalupo, Walter A.
Barnard, Warren E.
Beatrice, Kenneth E.
Berestecki, Philip P.

DL
ean's ists
Bonner, Hugh P.
Bourque, Norman R.

Bowers, Steven P.
Brabec, Jeffrey J.
Brabec, Todd W.
Broderick, Gerald F.
Browne, John T.
Calabria, Paul E.
Carmiff, Nelson J.
Carroll, John J.
Cashman, Edward J.
Chabot, Paul L.
Ciardello, Victor F.
Collins, John T,
Collins, Walter R.
Compa, Paul B.
Connor, John P., Jr.
Cormier, Roger R.
Coulombe, George
Creeden, John J.
Crowley, John L.
D'Eramo, Edward M.
DiMattia, Arthur F.
Dobrznski, Robert F.
Downey, Paul E.
Easton, Edward J.
Eckhard, Frederic G.
Ferris, William Y.
Fitzgerald, Thomas K.
Flynn, Kevin P.
Ford, Paul B.
Fraher, Thomas F.
Freije, George F.

Garvin, Thomas D.
Gdanturco, Nicholas D.

Gormley, Bruce D.
Gormley, JamesF.
Greene, Michael T.
Haight, Gregory D.
Hallisey, Dennis I».

Hanlon, Dennis J.

Hardy, Joseph M.
Harrigan, Paul M.

Hartzel, Peter C.
Hedstrom, John G.
Higgins, John D.
Husson, Christopher J.
Jessoe, Francis A.
Keleher, George L.
Kennedy, John J.
Koterbay, Robert J.
Lagadec, Gerald
Larchez, Mark E.
Lareau, Norman P.
Larkin, George F.
Laßoehe, Roland A.
Linnehan, David G.
Lucey, Diarmid M.
Lundgren, James T.
Lynch, William J.
Lyons, David J.

MacDougall, Joseph W.
Magner, Joseph A.
Mahoney, James J., Jr.
Manning, James K.
McCarthy, John J.
McLaughlin, William A.

Mcßae, Howard F.
Mistier, William A.
Monahan, Albert C.
Mudd, Raymond D.
Mullare, Paul A.
Murphy, Joseph F.
Nief, Ronald
O'Brien, George J., Jr.
O'Brien, Matthew C.
O'Connell, Joseph T.
O'Donnell, James F.

O'Malley, William T.
Philips, Eugene A.

Pianka, Walter J.
Pisani, Michael J.
Purcell, Edward R.
Quinn, Dennis J.
Quinn, Frank J.
Radomski, Richard S.
Rayner, Thomas T.
Redfern, John R.
Rennie, George F.
Renzi, Paul R.
Roberts, John A.
Rodrigues, William P.
Schneider, Jon D.
Schule, John J.
Soldano, Matthew M.
Sterling, William A.
Sullivan, Richard J.
Swiet, Robert Y.
Vujs, Gary R.
Waring, Paul C.

Watson, William J.
Welburn, Alfred T.
Williams, Dennis P.
Woods, James F.
Class of 1966

HONORS PROGRAM
First Honors (92.0 or over)
Barbieri, Richard E.
Bowerman, Wendell J.
Connors, Joseph J.
Geary, Robert F.
Hoffman, Christian M.
Hubbard, Francis J.
Jaeger, Richard M.
McCarthy, Dennis M.
Moniz, Ernest J.
Stone, JosephL.
Sullivan, Robert J.
Trudeau, Richard
Weig, Spencer G.
Zak, William F.
Second Honors (88.0-91.9)
Andary, James E.
Batsavage, Richard E.
Burke, Thomas J.
Collins, Hugh M.

Docherty, John P.

Durkin, Andrew R.
Dwyer, Roderick T.
Healy, Thomas A.
Hines, Edward F.
Kane, Geoffrey P.
Kennealey, Gerard T.
Kramer, Donald L.
Loban, Michael
Loughlin, John J.
Rice, David G.
Ricklefs, Donald P.
Stone, R. Timothy
Torrisi, Carmine R.
Wagner, Albert F.

Third Honors (84.0-87.9)

Bien, Leon J.
Finn, Richard P.
Kowalski, Carl F.
Kurlyo, Michael J.
Leskosky, Richard J.
Maloney, Martin D.
Mancini, Joseph C.
McCarthy, Richard
Ward, Edmund J.

REGULAR PROGRAM
First Honors (92.0 or over)
Doherty, John C.
Dolan, James B.

Mantos, John J.
Shattuck, Theodore G.
Second Honors (88.0-91.9)
Arlinghaus, Stephen C.
Boyle, William F.
Burke, Gregory P.
Casaletto, James J.
Cigas, Thomas J.
Claffey, Thomas F.
Cocozza, Joseph J.
Coffey, Patrick J.
Congo, Charles W.
Consilvio, Felix J.
Dello Russo, Nicholas M.
Deveney, James K.
Doyle, John J.
Fernandez, Robert Y.
Freed, Edward J.
Giusiana, Aldo J.
Goger, Thomas J.
Gramling, Paul J.

Hajda, Lubomyr Andrij
Hayden, Joseph A.
Hodgman, John F.

Houle, Dennis R.
Keane, William M.
Keliher, Alan E.
Kenny, Patrick J.
Langone, John J.
Lee, Francis Graham
Lutz, Thomas G.
Madden, Daniel R.
Mahoney, John J.
Marshall, Paul C.
McLean, Robert
Napoli, James J.
O'Brien, Paul F. X.
Pattengale, Paul K.
Raffaele, Joseph A.
Reilly, Stephen E.
Reynolds, John P.

Roche, Francis J.
Schaffner, Geoffrey J.
Sheehan, Robert C.
Siciliano, Michael A.
Simon, John J.
Statt, Cyril J.
Sugnet, Charles J.
Vernier, Edward M.
Third Honors (84.0-87.9)
Anderson, Stephen
Ansello, Edward F.
Baker, James F.
Bench, Laurence T.
Bertsch, Gregory J.
Blauvelt, Alfred R.
Bond, Robert J.
Borrin, John P.
Bush, James W.
Carroll, Robert J.
Coll, John T.
Connery, William J.
Conway, Edward D.
Cousineau, Thomas J.
Creeden, Robert A.
Cronin, Francis A.
Crowley, David M.
Dalton, Edward P.
Desharnais, James E.
Dolan, Edward J.
Downes, Edward R.
Duhaime, Walter B.
Farricker, Richard J.
Fleming, Bernard S.
Fuccillo, Carmen R.
Gigliotti, Michael F. X.
Goodrich, Julian R.
Gross, Richard K.
Gustaferro, JamesE.
Hayes, Laurence F.
Hermann, John A.
Hogan, John R.
Hogan, Paul F.
Huard, Paul R.
Hunt, John E.
Jalkut, Richard A.
Keith, Roger W.

Kelley, Joseph T.
Korytowski, John T.

Kostizak, William J.
Lahan, Patrick M.
Lennertz, James E.
Levis, Samuel J.
Manning, Frank E.
Marzetti, Lawrence A.
McDermott, Thomas F.
McDevitt, James F.
McElroy, Joseph E.

McGee, Richard J.
McNamara, John F.
Missan, Arthur I.
Monaco, Michael P.
Morley, Paul B.

Nixon, John P.
Nolan, Dennis M.
Norberg,

Richard

D.

Norton, Arthur J.
O'Conner, Thomas P.
O'Connor, James F.
O'Leary, Timothy F.

Palmaccio, Richard J.
Paxton, John P.
Perreault, Donald J.
Porcaro, Eugene J.
Poiter, John A.
Reardon, Edward J.
Reynolds, Robert F.
Roche, David M.
Santerre, Richard R.
Silk, John W.
Spinelli, Francis J.
Steadman, Henry J.
Szymanski, Joseph F.

Torrisi, Thomas P.
Tsakos, Paul R.
Turner, Richard C.
Vrabel, John M.
Walsh, Thomas M.
Wauren, Lawrence W.
Weidling, Kevin H.
Wheatley, William O.
Class of 1967
HONORS PROGRAM
First Honors (92.0 over)
Attridge, Harold

Chanowski, John P.
Fallon, Edward P.
Gallagher, Vincent P.
Lance, Timothy L.
LaVopa, Anthony J.
Libby, Lester J.
O'Connell, Michael F.
Patti, John A.
Yutzy, Jan C.

Second Honors (88.0-91.9)

Breiner, Laurence A.
Cassanelli, Lee Y.
Cottle, Edward C.
D'Angelo, Louis P., Jr.
Egger, Michael G.
Fallon, John G.
Falonga, Mark P.
Hammond, Edward R.
Hoskinson, James Y.
Kay, Thomas R.
Kelley, Joseph F.
McCaffrey, Edward F.
McDermott, Joseph X.
Minogue, Richard P.

Penella, Robert J.

Rampolla, Michael A.

Saulniers, Alfred H.
Schaefer, Carl F.
Stronach, Theodore H.
Tucker, Kenneth D.
Walker, Thomas M.
Westfal, Richard F.

Third Honors (84.0-87.9)
Barry, Lawrence

Baum, John J.
Bowker, Stanley A.
Cecil, Thomas W.
DeLuca, Anthony R.
Dennehy, Frederick J.
Foster, John C.
Guzzardi, Lawrence J.
Hickman, Gerard E.
Mahoney, Walter J., Jr.
Marino, Joseph T., Jr.
McDonough, Robert E.
Moniz, Robert
Mroczkowski, Stanislaus
Oken, Richard L.
Phelan,. Andrew P.
Pjura, George A., Jr.
Romer, Francis E.

Silvey, Joseph F.
Szpakowski, Mark M.
Tuley, R. David
Viavattene, Ronald L.
REGULAR PROGRAM
First Honors (92.0 over)
L'Abbe, James M.
Stewart, Charles A.
Second Honors (88.0-91.9)
Ackil, Albert
Agresto, John T.
Azar, Thomas J.
Billings, Bradley B.
Bourke, Michael K.
Chanda, Joseph J.
Conners, John B.
Cotter, William D.
Galli, Robert J.
Hacking, James M.
Hilbert, John H.
LaFontaine, Michael R.
Laufer, William C.
Lavrakas, Paul A.
Lawless, Joseph F.
Lawrence, Keith J.
Lynch, Charles B.
Madigan, Patrick S.
Magnotta. Rocco A.
Marcou, Ross A.
Marston, Vincent
McGovem, Philip C.
Minihan, Patrick T.
Molon, Thomas J.
Murphy, Thomas W.
Ormond. Thomas M., Jr.
Poulin, Douglas A.
Reinhard, Richard W.
Sannella, Nicholas A.
Schumacher, Gerald J.
Skoblar, Richard S.
Sutherland, Charles J.
Tobiasz, Robert B.
Verdu, Pedro
Zaino, William J.
Third Honors (84.0-87.9)
Ayache, Richard M.

Baldassare, Andrew R.
Bovitz, William J.
Bowler, Michael J.
Bradley, Arthur J.
Branon, Mar E.
Burke, John P.
Businger, John A.
Carega, Paolo F.
Carr, John L.
Catanzo, Joseph A.
Chapman, Bruce W.
Oiampi, Peter L.
Connolly, William M.
Coughlin, Francis E.
Crowley, John D.
Curtin, Thomas B.
Dennison, George Y.
Dunfey, Kevin C.
Foy, Thomas F.
Garvin, Paul J.
Gaughan, Gerard L.
Gay, David T.
Gerety, Paul G.
Griffin, Dennis M.
Griffin, Terence J.
Guyette, Roger W., Jr.
Harrington, Richard D.
Herlihy, Gerard W.
Holmes, Howard M.
Horvat, Davdd A.
Hubbard, Wallace N.
lacono, Vincent
Kiely, Joseph G.
Kurek, Joseph T.
Lynch, Francis J.
Lyons, John M.
Madek, Gerald A.
Mariani, Joseph P.
McArdle, Richard B.
McCabe, Peter J.
McCall, JamesR.
McEneaney, James E.
Mellyn, John E., Jr.
Miller, Douglas J.
Moran, Richard G.
Muller, William P.
Mulready, Edwin
Murray, Vincent A., Jr.
Napoli, Paul K.

Novakowski, Theodore L.
O'Leary, Joseph E.

O'Loughlin, John E., Jr.
O'Malley, Terence P.
O'Neill, Michael R.
Padden, Edward M.
Paglierani, Ronald J.
Percarpio, Bernard M.
Pucci, William P.
Raymond, Richard N.
Redington, Dennis J.
Riccio, Albert H.
Riehl, Edward J.
Scelso, Salvatore P.
Serow, William J.
Shaughnessy, Edward G.
Sullivan, Edward J.
Sullivan, Robert J.
Thibodeau, Philippe A.
Thomas, Robert J.
Tieri, Dominic N.
Vizvary, George L.
Wood, Joseph T.

Zaikowski, Charles J.
Zide, Barry M.

Class of 1968
HONORS PROGRAM
First Honors (92.0 or over)

Donald P. Brezinski
Maynard C. Cheney
Charles DiSabatino, Jr.
Daniel J. Duane
Francis A. Greicius, Jr.
Thomas W. Griffin
Michael L. Helwick
Vernon H. Humbert, Jr.
Mark E. Kundig
Emmett Holt Maddry
William P. Major
John N. Posch
Mark L. Silbersack
James A. Steck
Thomas J. Sugrue
Second Honors (88.0-91.9)
Robert J. Bowen
Paul C. Daw
Christopher,M. Doran
John F. Kelleher, Jr.
JamesF. Kwak
Richard A. Miner
William P. Needham
Daniel F. X. O'Reilly
Robert C. O'Sullivan
Richard D. Phillips
Robert A. Schmidt
Thomas B. Schmidt, 111
Luke J. Szpakowski
Henry C. Zimerowski
Third Honors (84.0-87.9)

Robert J. Anderson
Donald R. Bouchoux
Joseph F. D'Amico
John A. Davis
Arthur E. Desrosiers
Philip F. Devlin
John H. Elberling, Jr.
Robert J. Haberski
Robert W. Halli, Jr.
Richard T. Horstmeyer
Lawrence J. Kenah
Paul A. Langlois
Patrick W. Lenahan
Richard A. Lyko
Richard J. Messina
Richard N. Sawaya
Charles H. Toll
Robert W. Tulis
Raymond A. Urban
REGULAR PROGRAM
First Honors (92.0 or over)
Robert M. Burati
(Continued on Page Twelve)
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RDBighatesyWCSiovdlTHl d omorrow

DirectoVCOwRsENHI"nSlma orth

A timely study day on the prob- John Carmody, S.J. as Moderator.
lem of civil rights and inter-racial The lectures will be given by John
relations in the nation and in Bos- Dunn of Harvard, Karen FerneJudy Pedemonti, News Editor
ton: the emphasis of the day will kees of Northeastern, and Jo Anon the student and his place derson of Boston College.
be
"This is a militant among militants. Glad to'see that you're not in jail toin
the movement toward racial Politics and Civil Rights in Boston
night!" With these words, Father Robert F. Drinan introduced James Farmer to peace.
Saturday, March 20th, 9:45 with Mr. Francis McLaughlin as
the standing-room-only gathering sponsored by the Boston College Law School a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Moderator and Mr. Patrick Cusik
Forum Thursday, March 11.
and Miss Patricia Hammond as
Schedule:
right to be con- 9:45 a.m. Opening session: Fr. lecturers.
no
Mr.
Farmer
called
the
new
or"We
have
CORE,
director
who
had
The
of
ganization in civil rights a motion cerned with Mississippi and Ala- Francis X. Shea, S.J., Boston Col- 2:30 p.m. Non-Violence with Dr.
recently returned from Selma,
and a thrust forward for the bama unless we are concerned lege.
Paul Michaud as Moderator and
Alabama, paid tribute to Fr. Dri- brotherhood of man when he where we live." He added that 10:00 a.m. Civil Rights and Bos- Mr. Paul Chapman of Packard
nan in calling him a man who viewed the present situation "not one couldn't return from Selma ton. Dr. Gary Brazier of the Po- Manse, Stoughton as lecturer.
"put into rationale what we did a Negro struggle but a struggle without seeing the same situation litical Science Department at Bos- Students in Action with Fr. Robby instinct," referring specifically for all men of conscience and good subtly displayed in his own ton College.
ert Healey as Moderator. The lecto the Civil Rights Legal Conven- will."
community. He observed that it 11:00 a.m. Civil Rights and Na- turers will be Dave Smith of Tufts
tion one year ago in New York.
In a speech prepared with con- was wrong to think that ignorance tional Politics. Dr. Howard Zinn, and Rory Ellinger of College
He illustrated the revolutionary viction, James Farmer noted the of the situation leads to non- Political Science Department, Bos- Y.C.S.
changes in thinking of Negroes in problem of civil rights concrete in existence. He called the innocent ton University and author of The The Church in Civil Rights with
recalling his childhood which lack- the South and subtle in the North, bystander just as guilty for per- New Abolitionists, a history of Dr. Samuel Holland as Moderator
ed knowledge of such intricacies but equally in evidence. He advo- petuating the evil. A man is neu- SNCC.
and Rev. Orloff Miller and Fr.
as political action or voter regis- cated concern with one's owncom- tral because he fears conflict and 12:00 noon Lunch in Lyons Cafe- Edward Hofler, C.S.P. as lecturtration, and his youth when he munity and called concern with he purchases immunity from con- teria.
ers.
and friends held bull sessions Selma insufficient. He recalled flict at the price of hypocrisy. 1:15 p.m. Seminar Sessions and Christian Witness in Selma with
about the prejudice and "then taunting jail guards who asked The man who has been jailed for Workshops:
Fr. Robert Cheney, S.J. as Modclimbed the back stairs of the him "Could you live in an apart- his beliefs and attempting to dem- Education in Roxbury with Dr. erator and Rev. Gerald Krick and
local movie house." "Now," he ment or buy a house wherever onstrate them concluded:
Richard Hughes as Moderator.The Fr. Robert Baer, C.S.P. as lecstated, "we know that each time you wished in New York? Could
"If I am not for myself who lectures will be given by Mr. Mcl turers.
we climb the back stairs, we per- you get a job at the same pay will be for me? If I am for my- King, a social worker and Mr. 3:30 p.m. Closing Session: Rev.
petuate segregation."
wherever you wished up North?" self, Why? If not now, when?" Arthur Gartland of the Boston William England, Chaplain, Boston University.
School Committee.
The main sessions will take
The Church in the City with Fr.
Carroll Bourg as Moderator and place in Fulton 412. The locations
Rev. John Harmon of Packard of the Seminar Sessions and WorkI Manse, Roxbury as the lecturer. shops will be announced on SatStudents in Civil Rights with Mr. urday. All are welcome.
On Sunday, March 21, Jesus
:iety of Literature, Mr. Speaight
Maria Sanroma will play in a
will give three classroom lectures
concert presented by the Order of
Bob O'Neil, News Staff
under the auspices of the English
the Cross and Crown at 8:30 p.m.
25,000
Department, and will deliver a
people
thronged
On
March
BosSunday,
14,
in Bapst Auditorium.
public lecture on Shakespeare in
Of Catalan background, Puerto ton Common in a massive memorial and civil rights
S
p
e
a
A
i
g
k
h
s
t
r
l
L
e
c
t
u
r
,
the Theatre on April 1 in Bapst
Among
demonstration.
the
thousands
were
present
Rican birth, and New England upAuditorium.
bringing, Sanroma is truly an whites, Negroes, Chinese, and possibly representatives
Robert Speaight, British author,
Mr. Speaight was a History
"American." A child prodigy, the of every national extraction on the face of the earth.
and lecturer will be Scholar of Lincoln College, Oxford,
critic,
actor,
major
colleges
Puerto Rican government sent him
There were Christians and Jews,
and universities of
Boston College as a Danforth and took an Honours Degree in
to the New England Conservatory atheists and agnostics; all drawn the Boston Area. They came to at
Lecturer April 1 and 2. English Literature. He was apin Boston. Later he studied in together and motivated by the pay their respects to a minister Visiting
A Fellow of Britain's Royal So- pointed a commander of the Orof
the
Rev.
James
who
for
slaying
gave
beliefs,
Boston with Antoinette SzumowReeb
his life
his
der of the British Empire in the
ska, and in Berlin with Arthur The demonstration began with and to listen to speakers echoing
Sodality...
New Years Honours List of 1958.
Schnabel.
marches that originated at North- their own thoughts.
He was chosen to be the official
Sanroma is equally proficient in eastern, Boston, and Harvard UniThe two most prominent speak(Continued from Page One)
Belloc and Rothenand
the
versities.
The
three
at
the
Lt.
joined
rally
classical music
in
works
units
ers
were
Governor rifices of time and class work, biographer ofcurrently
at work on
stein, and is
cf moderns, whom he has cham- near Copley Square and then pro- Elliot Richardson, and former Govvery
real
student
faces
the
each
pioned. He holds an honorary Doc- ceeded down Commonwealth Aye. ernor Endicott Peabody. Richard- possibility of death or serious in- the biography of Teilhard dc Charregular British
son, who led the Massachusetts' jury. Also, each has had to in- din. He is the
torate of Music from Boston Col- to the Common.
the
Shakespeare
critic
for
drama
lege, and his annual campus conmany
delegation
Boston College
to the Rev. Reeb's fu- sure access to $500 to post bail
There were
cert has always been greeted en- students in the crowd, along with neral, expressed pride at being in case he is arrested; this money Quarterly.
In 1935 he played Becket in the
thusiastically.
representatives of all the other selected to do so.
lis usually not returned. All must original Production of Murder in
pay for their own meals while
the Cathedral. His most famous
Heights...
there, and will have to catch rest role, he has played it more than a
ground
or
bags
on the
in sleeping
thousand time's in English and
(Continued from Page One)
in church pews. The Sodality pays
He also played the part
French.
to
in
Selma
after
have
remain
only for passage on the bus.
of
Claude
Mulhammer in the
Sir
the demonstrations had ended.
While in Alabama the students
of Eliot's The
On March 6, the Lewis Drill lations.
The students themselves are in will be under the leadership of English production and toured
Clerk,
Confidential
Team represented Boston College
Noel
Schaub
of
Corporal
they
trouble,
Cadet
since
Lome financial
the S.C.L.C, not representatives Australia as Sir Thomas More in
at the Eighth Annual St. Peter's BC placed third out of 36 in the were forced to spend a good deal of the University.
All Seasons in
Pershing Rifle Drill Competition individual drill competition and cf their own money to rent the Although volunteers were not Bolt's A Man for
at the Jersey City Armory, New was awarded a medal in the car. The Sodality contributed all solicited, 63 students submitted 1962 and 1963.
Visiting Lecturers
Jersey.
brigade review. Most of these its excess funds tc this group, their names as candidates to the j The Danforth
in
its eighth year.
is
now
project
Among the 22 competing teams teams were comprised of two but was unable to collect enough Sodality. From this list 43 were
jointly by the Danwere Pennsylvania Military Acad- platoons, one to compete in the money at B.C. to support this con- eliminated because of their in- j It is sponsored
forth Foundation and the Associaemy, Brooklyn Poly-Technical In- trick drill portion and one to com- tingent.
ability to obtain such things as tion of American Colleges, "to
stitute and the Queen's Royal pete in the I.D.R. The Lewis Drill Mr. Gundersen termed the ride parental permission or money for
the intellectual, religiGuards of Rutgers University Team was one of the few to place itself "uneventful." He stated that bail. The final selections were strengthen
ous and cultural aspects of liberal
(former national drill champs). the same platoon in both phases
of
they drove through Washington to made through personal interviews
Perm. Mil. placed first in the trick of the competition. Sgt. Maj. W. Scuth Carolina, through Georgia, where the dangers involved were education." Mr Speaight is one
and
outstanding
scholars
nineteen
drill and in the overall standing. Cote said, "It's the best perform- and turned west at Atlanta and explained and the eligibility of
specialists selected by the FoundaBrooklyn Poly-Tech took first ance the team has given since I
drove through Montgomery to Sel- each volunteer was confirmed.
tion and the Association's Arts
place in the Infantry Drill Regu- have been at BC."
One of the questions asked of Program for campus visits during
ma, Alabama.
Before leaving Boston the stu- each candidate was, '.'ln view of the 1964-65 academic year.
dents were given training in non- President Johnson's speech on
violence and how to act in the Monday night and the apparent
South. They were warned that immediacy of the passage of the
they would probably be harassed voting rights bill, why do you
Society
by the police. Mr. Peter Laroue want to go to Alabama?"
Some of the answers: "To supreported that they did not have
The Sociology Club will present
any difficulty with the police, but port the spirit of the movement,"
Mike Piore of the S.N.C.C. MonOn Wednesday, March 24, Kenthat the town of Selma itself is "for first hand contact with the
day, March 22 at 4:00 p.m. to
preHopkins will lecture in Brett
neth
racism,"
of
"to
flowering
by
surrounded
State Police.
speak on, Mississippi: A Closed
days for demonstra- serve the right of peaceful as- Conference Room under the auThe
exact
Society?lts Social and Political
tions have not yet been an- sembly," and "as a realization spices of the Younger Poets Series.
Structure.
Mr. Hopkins was born in Engnounced, but tentative plans call that we are involved beyond abin 1914 and educated at St.
newspapers."
Mike is a graduate student in
land
stractions
in
the
city
of Montfor a march on the
labor economics at Harvard UniHopefully, the group will return Peter's School.' In 1961 he was
gomery en Friday. The students
versity. He worked in Canton,
Visiting Professor of English at
early next week.
hope to leave Selma Saturday.
Mississippi in a Federal program
the University of Texas and in 1964
project, last summer, evaluating
WVPEBRS
MCANT CHEDULE
at Southern Illinois University.
Mr. Hopkins' books include
the benefit derived by Negroes
Friday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
from the Federal Aid that was P.M.
collections of poems, eight
twelve
Rock 'n Roll
'n Roll
Rock 'n Roll
Roll
Rock 'n Roll
Rock 'n
several books for children,
novels,
available to Mississippi. He also 4:oo?Rock
Gerry
Clarke
G.
Jacaues
Ray Cioci
John Abbott
Jeff
Bob Zimmerman
U.B.S. News
News
U.8.S. News
U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
two volumes of autobiography,
worked to develop farming pro- 5:00?U.8.5.
s:os?Ray Cioci
Gerry
Jeff
Clarke
G.
Jacaues
John
Abbott
Bob
Zimmerman
grams and to aid Negroes who 6:00? U.8.5. News
U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
and a number of studies in literSports Report
Report
6:os?Sports Report
Sports Report
Soorts
Soorts Report
ary criticism and history. His lathad small businesses.
Rory
Rooney
Gilvey
McCartney
Safimbene
Bob
Paul
White
FYank
Don
W.
Jazz
Folk World
6:ls?Jazz? Ed Forry Folk World
Jazz
est effort is a book of Collected
Walt Mahoney
Denny Giblin
Bill Wheatley
Bill Doyle
U.B.S. News
Poems published by the Southern
U.B.S. News
Your prayers are requested
7:00?U.8.5. NewsForry U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
Folk World
Jazz
7:os?Jazz ?Ed
Folk World
Jazz
Illinois University Press in 1964.
Denny Giblin
for the repose of the souls of:
Walt Mahoney
Bill Wheatley
Bill Doyle
U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
B:OO?U.B.S.
News
U.B.S.
News
U.B.S.
News
of
the father
Robert M. B:os?Misty Music Hour E.C.A.C. Hockey
Evening with the
University PlayE.C.A.C. Hockey
Tournament,
house, "Strange
Masters
Vie Bortolot
Tournament.
JOURNAL OF BUSINESS
O'Brien, CBA, '65, and
uitil 10:30 p.m.
Stan Bowker
by

PiPanIlasytsBpHt all

Rebat2MI5,C0nom emoriam

RobBeritsh 1-2

BDrCil STocemhpatumsbM;Awrd edal

PioMrGekvCIosltnAd.;re

KenthPoLHocpBukrinesaTNnvdltis C

?

?

?

?

?

?

10:00?U.B.S. News

-o:os?Nightcap ?
Denny Quinn

12:00? U.B.S. News
12:10?M.1.T.
Jazz
(until 2:00 a.m.)

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

the father of John B. Frawley, CBA, '65.

?

?

?

Interlude."

Eugene O'Neill
Nightcap ?
Don Knight
U.B.S. News

Nightcap ?
Don Knight

U.B.S. News
M.I.T. Jazz
(until 2:00

a.m.)

M.I.T. Jazz
(until 2:00

a.m.)

U.B.S. News
Nightcap
Don Knight
U.B.S. News
M.I.T. Jazz
(until 2:00 a.m.)
?

U.B.S. News

Nightcap ?
Jerry Reynolds

U.B.S. News
Bob Bell
Sandman Show
(until 3:00 a.m.)
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SOWPHEMR KITS
S
On Wednesday evening, March 17, worthy of mention because almost every
facet of it was carried out with an unthe Student Senate of the School of Education presented its annual Interclass usually high degree of finesse. The acting
Skit competition. The skits produced by was highlighted by the performances of
each class were judged in terms of class Dick Hockman, Nancy Collins, and Carol
participation and the technical and arAnn Fronc. They handled the dialogue
they were given with an ease and a natistic aspects involved in their presentation. Scenery construction and lighting turalness that, was lacking in most of
were included as elements of a technical the other players.
nature, while acting and creativity in
One of the major things which imwriting were given as artistic elements. pressed me in the play was the compeThe sophomore skit, If I Had My tent integration of many individual asWay, won the award for the best skit of pects by the director to form a single,
the night, and took nearly all of the unified effect. This was most evident in
minor awards. If I Had My Way revolved the harem scene while the slave girls are
around the daydreams of a henpecked dancing to the music of "In A Persian
husband and his mother-dominated wife. Market". Music, choreography, and lightThrough their dreams they are able to ing all blended into a fine piece of stagepurge their aggressive feelings toward craft.
The freshman sketch, Broadly
one another; Herbie envisions himself
as a Sultan, and Betty creates a regal Speaking, suffered largely because of its
world as Queen Elizabeth. In the end subject matter. The eternal warfare conthey realize that if they actually could ducted between male and female is a
subject which has become trite on the
have their way, they would want to remain the way they are.
Boston College campus. Even so, the
music and acting were able to hold the
It is very difficult to point out aspects of this play which are particularly skit together and keep the audience en-

Dance scene from the Senior Skit

Rebviyw MSroctBzak&nsbSi tone

Macbeth is a'brewing in the Junior Skit
tertained. The lyrics to the songs were
bright and spirited and the Freshman
cast gave their songs an enthusiasm
which none of the other plays had. Three
performers stood out and kept the play
moving when it might have tended to
grow tedious. Ken Lonergan (the Irishman of cafeteria fame), Jacqueline dcMartino (Prudence Pinkerton), and Alan
Borsari (Silvio) were the three who enlivened the skit. Ken Lonergan also had
the most pleasing voice of the evening.
The Senior skit was called A Majority of One or The Blast Hurrah, and
it deserved prizes for having the most
enthusiasm and for the largest number
of people on stage in the history of Campion Auditorium.
The plot structure was very thin and
it served merely to provide instances in
which different individuals might have
an opportunity to present themselves and
not the play. The music of this skit can
be sharply contrasted with that of the
Freshman skit. The lyrics of the Senior
skit were difficult to sing to the music
in which they were placed, and the songs
were performed with a notable lack of
discipline and unity.
The actors in this sketch seemed to
have been too caught with the spirit of

Mardi Gras to refrain fn ji over-acting.
Two of the players wer able to hold
themselves in just enough o give a noteworthy performance. Mc y Kingsbury,
playing the drunken
ame Victoria
Withershield, and Tim M< oney, playing
the also drunken nephew, rere the players sustaining a rather nc existent plot.
The Juniors presente a skit on the
troubles William Shakesp< re suffered in
writing Macbeth. Puttin 'on Macbeth
was the strangest skit of he night and
the funniest. The stranger ss was due to
the odd assortment of eh acters in the
cast (three witches,

Ophelia, and a forest of 1:
The comedy was due aln
Cece O'Malley. Miss O'lV
witch with a talent for
very painful puns and \
stupidity which prevented
anything right.
The acting in this ski
However, the musical as
unsatisfying. Having s<
Sophomores and Freshmt
do with their songs, I v,
pointed that both the Juni
offered musical arrang
were far inferior to thos<
classmen.

Collage Broadening Association at Annapolis.

Pseudo-aristocrats stage a Mardi Gras.

ady Macbeth,

He tree girls).
st entirely to
Uey played a
vention some
th a general
er from doing

was adequate.
ect was very
n what the
were able to
k very disap?s and Seniors
fnents which
of the under-

,

Shakespeare amazes while Macbeth just gazes

The purpose of the Inter-class Skit
Competition is to encourage each class
to create something not perfect, but enjoyable. The audience enjoyed all of the
skits because of the spirit and enthusiasm
which were put into them. You could see
it first in the performers on stage and
then the audience caught it from them.
I have pointed out above, many
"technical" and"artistic" difficulties, but
this is not how these plays should be
judged. Their merit should be decided on
how they affect their audience. Each of
Wednesday night's skits affected its audience favorably, and everyone enjoyed
himself.

The judges for the skits were Fr.
Joseph Larkin, S.J., Thomas Luddy, and
Mr. Stephan Paterna. The awards were
as follows:
Best Skit
If I Had My Way (Sopho?

mores)

Best Actor

Dick Hochman (Sopho-

?

more)

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

Actress
Cece O'Malley (Junior)
Script
Sophomores
Music
Sophomores
Costumes
Sophomores
Make-up
Juniors
Scenery
Sophomores
Sophomores
Choreography
?

?

?

?

?

?

Best Actor, Dick Hockman, wrangles
federal aid for his harem.

?

"Queen Elizabeth" and her court in Sophomore Skit

Photos by
Ed Amen to
Ken Jed
What do you mean I can't take
tray before you've finished ea
Cece O'Malley, Best Actress, steals another scene

your
Sng?

Prudence Pinkerton relates activities
of undercover agents.

And not only that, but we sell Candy in the bookstore!
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FeaoturdComagAeCrAsptx entennial

Duhamel-Hgs TNewAuthor ext

On Monday, April 5, the Humanities Series will present Dr. Henry Steele
Two professors of the English Department have
Commager
speaking on The Rise and Fall of Southern Nationalism at 8 p.m. in
been encouraged by signs that Boston College will come
,_.
to be regarded as the center of interest in new rhetoric Bapst Auditorium.
This is in conjunction with the Appomatox Week marking the 100th annistudies.
Professors Richard E. Hughes our books are 'genuinely su- versary of the end of the Civil War.

.

and P. Albert Duhamel published
a book Rhetoric: Principles and
Usage in 1962. There are now
50,000 copies of this text in circulation, and one of the national educational journals has described
the book as "responsible for the
new rhetoric in our colleges."
Another reviewer suggested that
with the return of rhetoric to college curricula, "there will be a
great deal of borrowing by other
writers from the Hughes Duha-

...

informed, liberal in
perior
spirit, traditional in content, and
subtly responsive to the intellectual climate of the present.'
That's music to any author's

ears."
Both Professor Duhamel and
Professor Hughes will conduct
symposia on the new rhetoric at
the national conference on college
English in St. Louis, from April
6 to April 10. In the meantime,
they are putting the finishing
tiuches on a revised edition of
mel text."
In 1964, these professors publish- their Rhetoric, to appear, probwinter.
ed another text, Persuasive Prose, ably in two volumes, next
described in College English as
"the most consistent and best
organized of the new rhetoric
readers." This year, a third book,
Literature: Form and Function,
was published by Duhamel and
Hughes, and indications are that
?

this book will out-circulate the
Rhetoric. "Some universities are
associated with a particular
branch of humane studies," Professor Hughes has commented.
"We'd like to see our department
thought of as the center for research in the new rhetoric. Certainly we've got the staff to
achieve such a reputation."
"We were very pleased with
the latest review of our books,"
Professor Duhamel said last week.
"The latest critic has said that

Dr. Ccmmager, a noted American historian and author, is profeisor of history and American'
studies at Amherst College. Born
in Pittsburgh, Professor Commager earned his A.8., A.M. and
Ph.D. degrees at the
cf Chicago. Frcm 1926
was a member cf the
New York University

University
to 1938 he
faculty at

before go-

ing to Columbia to teach.
He has been Pitt Professor cf
American Histcry at Cambridge
University, Harmsworth Professor
ef American History at Oxford
University, Gcttesman Lecturer at

ROTCLePaodlsrSGhAunti arade

The Boston College Band Color

Cdt. Major James Huse, Color

17.
The band, having been designated staff band of the first division and Band of the Grand Marshal, was given first position in
the line of march.
The Color Guard unit precedes
the band whenever it performs on
or off campus (whether as the
College or the ROTC band).

performance in the past Evacuation Day parades and in New
York City St. Patrick's Day parades. He further stated that because of the recognition tended
the band, plans are now being
made to provide band members
with new uniforms and equipment
next year.

Guard, composed of ROTC cadets, Guard Commander, noted that the
led the first unit in the South Bos- band and Color Guard were so
ton Evacuation Day Parade on honored because of outstanding
March

This award is given to
Spider: Hey baby, got you books? Spider: Why not enter the Amy Spider:
with the best
undergraduate
the
Book
Contest?
Thing: Everybody at BC got Loveman
personal library. A faculty comThe
Who?
Thing:
books.
mittee will select the winner of
the Boston College $50 award and
this entry will be entered in the
Amy Loveman Competition for
$1,000. Applications and information will be found on bulletin
boards and in libraries all over
tlu- school. The applications must
be in by April 16. So get on the
slick, you blob.

Uppsala University, and the Fulbright Professor of American Histcry at the University of Copenhagen in 1955-56.
He is a member of Phi Beta
Kappa, the National Academy of
Arts and Letters, and of a number
cf professional organizations, and
is an Honorary Fellow of Peterhcuse in Cambridge. During
World War II he served on the
War Department's committee of
the History of the War and, in
its behalf, visited Great Britain,

A shewing of 42 prints of religious art in the exhibition, Religious Themes by Old Masters,
will be held at McElrcy 120 from
March 29 to April 9, classdays
1 a.m. tc 4 p.m.
They represent work of three
of the best publishing houses in
Germany. The advanced methods
cf reproduction achieve prints
that are, in depth and color, faithful tc the original and of considerable educational value.
Included in the show are works
by the great masters of religious

ESGES
Opening Night 8

"Garden of Paradise" from the

Upper Rhine School (ca. 1400),
Durer's paintings of the Apostles,
and the tormented and visionary

MSB., MAS.BH 22
(.THROUGH

eVt.. »PHib??*--

SAYT

PM. Other Eves 8:30 Mats Thurs. 2:15; Sat 2:30

PRESENTS

ANTHONY

"

CYRIL

Mike Piore
Mississippi:
A Closed Society

RITCHARD
NEWLEY
NOW AT BOX

Its political and social

IN THE WW

SEATS

Monday, March 22
4 P.M.

j;8:00 P.M.

MUSICAL

Murray Cont.

IRISH
CLUB
CEILI
TONIGHT
Alumni
Hall

99c|

OFFICE

LESLIE MUCUSSE-ANTHONY NEWLEY

structure.

Caryl Richards, New York

ait who worked during the 14th
through 17th centuries in France,
Germany, Italy, The Netherlands,
Russia and Spain.
The evolution of Dutch art is
exemplified by the crystalline
clarity and tranquility of the
"Lucca Madonna" by Jan van
Eyck (13901441) and the dark,
dramatic interpretation of "Jacob
Blessing His Grandscns" by Rembrandt (1606-1669). Paintings by
German masters include the

PAVIP METRIC*

presents

Cologne, After Shave, Ta(c, Deodorant, Soap Bar, Gift Sets

DP
BispClayTGoerman rints

"Crucifixion" from the Isenheim
Altar by Mathias Grunewald (ca.
1480-1528). The large selection of
Italian art includes the "Annunciation" by Fra Angelico (1387-1455) and Michelangelo's powerful
"Prophet Isaiah" from the ceiling
cf the Sistine Chapel.
From the School of Avignon
comes the famous "Pieta" of ca.
1475.
The exhibition is sponsored by
Tiling: If you're entering why Inter Nationes, Bonn and the German embassy in Washington, and
throw out your books?
Spider: Baby, no committee will will tcur nationally under the ausaward a spider. What are you, pice: of the Smithsonian Institution.
some kind of nut?

Sociology Club

|

France and Belgium.
In the past twenty-five years
Dr. Ccmmager has written books
en American history. The best
known cf these are his Growth of
the American Republic (with Samuel Elict Morison), The American
Mird, and Living Ideas in America. He is also the editor of Documents of American History, Selected Writings cf William Dean
Howells, and Rise cf the American
Natlcn, a forty volume study now
in process.

THEOFROAR
THE
-TOE SMELL OF THE CROWD
PRICES

(INCLUDINO T»»)
THRU THUIS EVES. 6:30 r U
SAT. E»ES. IT 830 PH.
TKDRS. HATS. AT 2:15 PM.

«0».
Ml.

*

SHI. BITS. AT 2:30 PH.

OUCH.
(EnMr,

25 «iwii

$6.50
$7.50
55.00
$5.50

Ist BALC. Ist BALC.

ll*

'

\u25a0?">

$5.50
$7.00
$4.40
$4.95

"\u25a0"'

'

??"?'

$4.40
$6.50
$3.30
$4.40

BALC.
2nd BALC. 2nd
"?""
,l
?
"'
$2.75
""$3.30
$4.40
\u25a0?»"

J

$3.30

$2.75
$3.30

$2.75
$2.75

MAIL ORDERS NOW!
Make Checks Payable To Shubert Theatre, List Alternate Dates.
Please Enclose Stamped. Self-Addressed Envelope.
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ParIdteolgy:2
Two weeks ago I had the pleasure of reading one of the best
articles that has appeared in the
Heights during my three years at
Boston College. In my opinion, the
column Freedom of Conscience, by
Joseph Stone, presented an extremely accurate portrayal of the
major problem that faces Boston
College and, in particular, the
Catholic
paradox confronting
university student placed in an
"ideological" milieu. The problems, which inevitably flow from
a dogmatical methodology in an
intellectual discipline, are real,
widespread and, as Mr. Stone
suggests, must be faced immedi-

-

ately.
Although these ills are not consciously malicious but rather enacted in a spirit of safeguarding

a student's faith, the effects are
more often intellectually subversive and religiously useless, if not
detrimental. The resulting situation is tragic, for the student's
fear of speaking, which is the
natural offspring of such administrative action, prevents the absolutely necessary communication
between students and administration. This student hesitancy does
exist and, if the extent of the
academic and religious damages
resulting from this stagnant dialogue were fully known by administration and faculty, both would
be appalled and perplexed.
Fortunately, Catholicism is shifting both its approach and its emphasis. Ecumenism is being stressed, as is evidenced in the seminaries where some courses are offered in conjunction with,divinity
schools professing different .beliefs. Just as the attitude toward
other religious sects is changing,

Reason...
(Continued from i'age One)
university - wide elections took
place at the March Student Congress. An Activities Fee which
taxes the students $5 apiece was
passed. Now whether or not the
Activities Fee is a good thing
or is not a good thing is not the
point?the point is 11 that the student body was a victim of taxation without representation was
inevitable. The reason why the
action of the Congress was not
legitimate representation is because the Congress itself is not
legitimate. The Campus Council
does not automatically rubberstamp Congressional decisions?
they proved this when they altered, by removing an amendment, the actual Activities Fee
bill passed by the Congress. Also
the people who had the final say

on the Activities Fee, the Cam-

pus Council, were people not elected to their positions by the student body. This is taxation without representation in black and
white. Worst of all, the students
could not decide on this themselves even if they had wanted

to because there is no provision
in the Campus Council Constitution for referendum and the Campus Council, anxious to hoard
their unjust power, does not intend to put one in.
"When all men think alike,"
wrote Lippman, "No one thinks
very much." For eighteen months
an unending battle has been
fought against the cliquish mentality which presently permeates
Student Government. But this'
battle should not be one person's.
Nor should it be the battle of
one class or one college. THIS
believe me, it is a
battle?should be the cause and
committment of every student
desirous of Boston College's fulfilling its goal of being one of the
leading universities in the United
States. This self-perpetuating clique and its rationale of self-importance is an obstruction to the
achievement of our ambition.
When we vote on April 12, let
us not vote to retain in office
the cliquish mentality, and most
of all, let us not vote to replace
one clique with another.

BECAUSYO'RMIME

By Robert Glennon
so too, the individual Catholic is

being given more responsibility.
No longer will it be sufficient for
a Catholic to "obey the rules,"
for this type of borderline religion,

while it may offer consolation or
solace, is not what Christ preached. The Ecumenical Council and
modern theologians are building
Catholicism as a Christ-centered
religion, an approach to life which
requires a responsible commitment to the person of Christ by
the individual.
Boston College is facing a crisis
and it must change its approach
as has the Catholic Church. I
would suggest that the solution is
one of developing confidence
both in itself and in its students.
We are living in the twentieth
century, a period of turmoil, conflict, challenges, and complexity.
Remnants of the aftermath of the
Reformation are far from adequate. A narrow, dogmatic approach featuring an emphasis on
rules will not provide means for
handling today's problems, nor
even postpone the difficulties until
a greater level of maturity has
been reached. Instead, reaction,
highlighted by rebellion, is inevitable. It is more probable that a
person will view the abuses as a
valid representation of the entire
system, and rejection follows. If
Boston College believes Catholicism to be a dynamic force capable of providing vitality and
meaning to a person's life, then
it should have confidence in it
and reflect this conviction in its
administrative policies and in the
orientation of its courses.
Today's college student mirrors
the complex world in which he
lives, and a set of rules will not
fulfill his needs. Intimidation,
combined with indoctrination, will
quiet but not mold him. While it
will offer temporary protection
from the involved problems which
life presents, it will not equip him
with the tools necessary to handle
the questions reality is posing.

The Humanities Series presented its final program this year in
the performing arts last Thursday evening with the appearance
of Frans Reynders, the mime.
Mr. Reynders began his program with a few elementary exercises in the technique of the mime.
He then gave a brief outline of
the history of the mime, telling
of its origins on (keek and Roman stages before audiences from
varied cultural backgrounds and

RomBEFeAar,ny&c.isS'67
The purpose of the mime's art
is to suggest to the viewer's eye
the shape and characteristics of
the object being imitated. With
his treatment of The Bird, Mr.
Reynders fascinated the audience.
It combined imagination with physical ability and was, technically,
the most successful piece of the
evening.

While the exaggerated habits of

?

Frans Reynder and Sheila Faherty.
of the new vitality it found on the
stages of Renaissance Italy
when "the ballet people and jugglers who decorated the stage"-

became jealous of the speaker
and began to act out his words.
Today the center of the mime is
France where the famous school,
run by M. dc Croux, has trained
such greats as Marcel Marceau
and Jean -Louis Barrault and in
which Frans Reynders himself
has studied. This completed the
portion of the program formally
introducing the audience to the
art of the mime.
The performance proper lagged
at first with two rather dull selections. The Marionette was little
more than a clever idea poorly
developed and served only as a
further study of the flexibility and
muscle control necessary to the
artist. The second selection, The
Cello Player, was sparked by the
broad slapstick which forms most
of Mr. Reynders' humor.

,

Man at the Table were
for the
most part
presented quite well,
the farcical leaping onto the
table was an excessive interpretation of the human pig, since
even in context it was too absurd
to maintain any aura of credibility.
The Surgeon was a successful
attempt at humor by disgust. Mr.
Reynders was hindered by the
necessity of playing both surgeon
and patient, but was generally
convincing in overcoming this
?

?

limitation.

Beginning with The Girl, a high
level of interest was reached and
was sustained until the conclusion
of the program. Assisted by
Sheila Faherty, who was quite
successful despite the short period
of time she had for rehearsal,
Reynders presented the story of
a young guitarist totally in love
with his instrument and totally
oblivious of the young lady flirting with him. Miss Faherty, a

member of the Dramatic Society,
and Mr. Reynders were able, fortunately, to adapt quickly to one
another's stage movements.
Sampson and the Lion brought

a coward face to face with his
potential destroyer, a friendly
lion victimized by halitosis. A
clever portrayal of an outlandish
situation was marred by a few
obvious touches. Sampson having
his head caught in the lion's
mouth is an example.
In Game with the Hand, Mr.
Reynder's right hand never knew
what his left hand was doing.
(And, by design, his left hand
would never allow his right to do
what it wanted.) This pleasant
little farce tended to lapse and
become tediously repetitious near
the conclusion; but Mr. Reynders
was able to conclude successfully.
The final selection was appropriately the most impressive.
Soldier depicted a little boy who
was toying with his balloon, but
who was forced to play soldier.
Once the boy had obtainedhis toy
war material, he was transformed
into a vicious killer who could be
halted only be his own death. The
frightening aspect of Mr. Reynders' "march" toward the audience underlined the senselessness
of war.
The most telling piece of criticism to be offered was the lack
of change from last year's program. The two additions (The
Girl and Soldier) were easily the
best received of the evening! and
this may have been precisely because they were new material,
at least to those same people who
seem to turn out every year for
the various campus lectures and
performances.
Despite these criticisms, the
evening was quite entertaining.
While Mr. Reynders' limited use
of slapstick solely for humorous
purposes eliminated the possibility

of artistic excellence, it ensured
an enjoyable performance.

FARME:NIJS NTERVIEW

There could have been no more ism and secondly, to construct
By Robert Hinson, Heights Business Mgr.
appropriate time for James "bridges of brotherhood." One of
Farmer, National Director of the the law students in our group said are complementary and work in gro." Many firms, he says, adopt
Congress of Racial Equality that he could foresee the attain- close harmony.
the attitudeof "Look here, this is
(CORE), to appear at the Boston ment of the first objective, but
us
of his dis- our Negro." Farmer continued
Mr.
Farmer
told
College Law School Forum than felt the second would be much
satisfaction with civil rights pro- that "for each Negro who comes
last Thursday, March 11, when more difficult to achieve. He asked gress
to date. He said that: "... in the front door, we lose a hunhe spoke about the problems of Mr. Farmer just how this could in the ten years since the Supreme dred out the back door because of
the Negro struggle for equality, .be brought about. Farmer replied
decision calling for school automation."
with special reference to S c 1 m a, that the key to the success of this Court
Near the end of the discussion,
(in the Case of Brown
desegration
?objective was education and that
Alabama.
Farmer told us that the Negro
The grandson of a slave, Mr. "the most effective education is vs. the Board of Education of Mr.
a more powerful obstacle to
Topeka,
Kansas
was
rendered
in
has
Farmer attended Wylie College in through living, through contact."
1954, less than nine per cent of overcome than that encountered
Texas, where his father was a It is going to take adjustment, he
children in southern states by any minority group which has
professor. His father was the first said, but with time and determin- Negro
are
come before: "the social visibility
desegregated schools."
in
Negro in Texas to receive a doc- ation, we will come to the soluof
the Negro," The Irish, the ItalReferring
to
role
of
the
Nethe
torate. After completing his stu- tion of the racial situation.
ians, and the Jews could all blend
dies at Wylie, Farmer attended I asked Mr. Farmer just what gro in the arts, Mr. Farmer told in
the melting pot. The problem is
the Howard University School of the role of CORE was in the Ne- us that the Negro "has played a not nearly so simple for a Negro,
to
significant
past
role
in
the
conDivinity, but declined ordination gro Revolution and what distinsays Farmer, because he is visibly
to *the Methodist ministry because guished CORE from such groups tinue his stereotype." Mr. Farmdifferent. This makes the goal of
of
appearance
er
advocated
the
in conscience he felt he could not as the NAACP and the Student
full civil rights and social accepserve in a denomination which Non - violent Coordinating Com- Negroes on television and in the tance all the more difficult to obwas
at that time? racially mittee (SNCC). The NAACP, he theatre in roles other than those of
tain.
segregated. In 1942, he helped said, was more concerned with Negroe characters.
Negro
advancement
found CORE at the University of litigation, the legal aspect of civil Asked about
Chicago. In 1963, he was the archi- rights. CORE, on the other hand, in employment opportunities, Mr. rial system will call for more
tect of the famous march on engages in direct, non-violent de- Farmer said that there is a trend money.
Washington.
All these things are probably
monstrations, as does SNCC. In on the part of many firms to have
After a speech and question fact, he said, CORE and SNCC what he calls "a showcase Ne- worth paying for (although extraanswer period last Thursday, a have much in common, with the
curricular activities were supreception was held in the Roberts difference that SNCC is a newer
posedly covered by the tuition increases) and as student governLounge of the Law School. At the organization (formed in 1960) and McCarthy...
reception, questions were contin- is composed more of students and
ment gradually expands, its funds
(Continued from Page One)
ued, but at a more personal level. young people. CORE and SNCC
will have to expand with it. But a
Mr. Farmer stood among a group
(which will be gigantic) will go to 150% increase in revenue could
of about eight of us. Here we enscholarships and subsidies for scarcely be called gradual, and
countered the real James Farmextracurricular activities. We all is hardly commensurate with
not the man that we had
er
want a strong and autonomous recent expansion of student
Page
(Continued
One)
from
previously known through the
student government, and no one government.
news media, but a concerned Ne- versity life. The Student Body has will begrudge it sufficient funds Expansion of revenues to meet
gro worried about his race and given a mandate to its elected for operation. Other recent stu- expenses on activities integral to
what the future held in store for representatives and these repre- dent government activities such as the student life of the university,
it.
sentatives have giyen and will the foreign student scholarship, is completely legitimate; but it
In his lecture, Mr. Farmer had continue to give the student what the support for the Fanasticks, is dubious whether Fats Domino,
said that there were two objec- he wants. The goals are near but and the presentation of various Shirley Ellis, or even Les Elgart
tives which had to be attained the means to achieve those goals lectures make significant contri- could be termed "integral", and
before the ultimate goal of com- must be accepted.
butions to campus life, and are that portion of the increase which
plete acceptance could be obtained (Mr. Marshall is publicity direc- encouraging signs of an awaken- is legitimate seems to be too
by the Negro. The first objective tor for the Boston College Campus ing student government. Projected much, too soon, presented in the
is to tear down the walls of rac- Council.)
activities such as a student judi- wrong manner.
?

-

?

Marshall...

DeanL
's ists-Cont'd.
Stephen J. Ridge, Jr.
Robert J. Santoro
James F. Selgrade
Henry D. Snyder
Second Honors (88.0-91.9)
Stephen P. Aylward
Daniel T. Baran
Francis J. Bonkowski
Raymond J. Brassard
Michael A. Catalano
Kurth A. Chin Fatt
Domenic J. Ciaschini, Jr.
Jeremiah J. Dolan, Jr.
Paul F. Donovan
John R. Feore, Jr.
Jose R. Gaztambide
Joseph T. Gentile
Richard E. Giroux
Edward A. Hattauer
Peter S. Hedstrom
Roger R. Keroack
Peter J. Koch
Paul N. Lemaitre
Francis G. McClure
Patrick W. McMahon
John W. Molta
Robert R. Morrow
Thomas H. Qudnn, Jr.
Michael F. X. Rahill
Bruce L. Rogers
Michael P. Rogus
Rory Rooney

Richard H. Schnable
Michael J. Senoski
Leonard E. Sienko, Jr.
Thomas Y. Stellato
Joseph D. Ward
Robert A. Ward, Jr.
William J. Weindlandt
Maurice M. Wolohan

Third Honors (84.0-87.9)

Richard J. Allen
Robert H. Audet
John A. Bober, Jr.
Robert A. Bonanno
John J. Buckley, Jr.
Michael W. Burnett
Manuel J. Cabral
Fabricio Cabrera
Robert W. Carey
Henry R. Casey, Jr.
Francis J. Connell, 111
Paul A. Cronin
Richard P. D'Addario
Roy F. Dado
Anthony J. DenUyl
Pierre L. Deponai
Michael T. Dotsey
William J. Driscoll, Jr.

BuCsionoelegAf dministration
First Semester 1964-65
Class
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of 1965

HONORS PROGRAM

First Honors (92% and over)

None
Second Honors (88%-91.9%)
Robert J. Eriksen
David G. Falwell
Jean P. Gosselin
John S. Leonard
Peter S. Lynch
Louis J. Maccini
John R. Raedel
Stephen A. Statuto
James M. Sullivan
James A. Wills
Third Honors (84%-87.9%)
Hugh J. Barry
James A. Cannington
Gerald E. Lucey

Paul R. Mancini
Edward M. McGovern
Edward J. O'Connor
David F. Sheehan
Kenneth Y. Tacelli
Ronald C. Tocci
Jerry A. Viscione
David I. Walsh
George J. Wright
REGULAR PROGRAM
First Honors (92% and over)
None
Second Honors (88%-91.9%)
John F. Brunelli
Edward J. Collins
Richard E. Fortin
Paul M. Frydrych
John F. Guthrie
Dennis J. Haley
Richard G. Kelly
Ronald N. Martell
Francis J. McFarland
Robert M. O'Brien
Third Honors (84%-87.9%)
James F. Ambrose
Frederick J. Becker
Austin Blongastainer
John M. Callahan, Jr.
Paul Chisholm
James F. Cullen
Stephen C. Dausch
Fred A. DeCaro
Charles F. Feeney
Paul R. Flaherty
Walter A. Flynn
Russel J. Gamel
Barry Grover
John E. Handwerk
William J. Hardy

Thomas H. Dunn, Jr.
Gregory C. Elliott
Lawrence P. Finnegan

John R. Ford
Alexander J. Fortier
George A. Franco, Jr.
Joseph W. Gannon, Jr.
James F. Gardner
William F. Garvin
Peter T. Gianino
Joseph P. Godino
William R. Golden, Jr.
Thomas E. Gorman
James H. Haemmerle
George W. Hallahan
William F. Henri
Joseph A. HLndle, Jr.
James E. Hoolahan
William K. Hurley

Philip F. Jacoby
WilliamJ. Kelty, Jr.

John W. Klish
Edward J. Legowski
Walter X. Lehmann, Jr.
James P. Mahoney
John F. Mahoney, Jr.
John F. Malone
George E. Manning, Jr.
Donald J. McCartney
Edward A. J. McDonald
Anthony J. McGinley
John C. McNamara
Kevin J. Meissner
Richard J. Mirabile
Anthony C. Mondello
Christopher D. Nyhan

Thomas F. O'Brien, Jr.
Daniel W. O'Leary
Gerald L. Priesing
Robert H. Quinn, Jr.
John D. Reardon
Salvatore J. Rizzo
Robert J. Rossiter
Paul J. Rotman
Edward J. Rudd
Ralph R. Russo
William L. Sammon
Kenneth E. Sibelian
Christopher E. Smargie
Arthur W. Stratton
George L. Sweeney
Francis C. Taylor
John A. Voelker
James A. Wallace
Robert A. Warner
David M. White
Michael J. Wilson
Thomas R. Wisler
John A. Wolff
Edward J. Harkins
Robert J. Hurstak
Robert B. Hutchison
Colin E. Kelliher
Andrew R. Kenny
Thomas C. King
Philip M. McLaughlin
Vincent A. Moulton
Charles P. Olivieri
William P. O'Toole
Carl Y. Pergola
Marvel P. Poyant
John T. Regan
William E. Schoeck
JohnJ. Semensi
John F. Sevigny
William C. Sullivan
Richard P. Trask
Kenneth A. Turner
John F. Walsh
Class of 1966

HONORS PROGRAM
First Honors (92% and over)
Christopher P. Deering
Patrick B. Moscaritolo
Richard F. Syron
Second Honors (88-91.9%)

William B. Bond
Robert E. Branca
Walter J. Casey
Bryan Gaynor

James M. Gaynor
Brian J. Hallahan
James P. Monahan
Kevin J. Morrison
Alan C. Renda
Richard C. Smith
Third Honors (84-87.9%)
Ernest L. Ansara, Jr.
John S. Buckley
Thomas J. Flinn, 111
Richard C. Geden
Robert P. Herendeen
James R. Keaman
Jeffrey C. Lapointe
John Joseph Van Buren
Robert R. Wheeler
REGULAR PROGRAM
First Honors (92% and over)
Michael A. Steriti
Second Honors (88-91.9%)
Ronald J. Bleakney
James M. Bryan
Christian H. Eidt
Paul K. Ross
Third Honors (84-87.9%)
Paul A. Bonner
Paul F. Brauneis
Thomas P. Buttacavoli
Charles A. Domingue
Victor G. Dragone, Jr.
C. J. Fitzpatrick
Paul E. Gricus
John P. Houghton, Jr.
William P. Johnson
John M. Keelin
Douglas G. Krein

Robert E. Lyons
Edward D. Maggio
Paul Y. McCarthy
Joseph R. Mooney
John K. Moylan

Patrick R. Nolan

Timothy F. O'Leary
Henry A. Pangione
Paul R. Procaccini
Paul B. Tierney
Class of 1967
HONORS PROGRAM
First Honors (92% and over)
Ward, John A.
Second Honors (88-91.9%)
Doherty, Leonard J.
Frucci, Richard M.
Hart, John J.
McHugh, Leo A.
Murray, William J.
Nurcyznski, Robert E.
O'Brien. Thomas P.
Tortorella, Anthony N.

Van Horn, Richard F.

Third Honors (84-87.9%)

Ambrose, Paul K.
Barbieri, William G.

Fitzpatrick. James P.
Gallagher, Harry W.
Kane, Joseph W.
Keating, John J.

Leonard, Robert J.
Levinson, Gerald M.
Millonzi, Joel C.
Parnofiello, Anthony J.
Skorko, John E.
Sousa, Frank B.
REGULAR PROGRAM
First Honors (92% and over)
Moonan, John X.
Second Honors (88-91.9%)
Anglin, Brian J.
Caraluzzi, Anthony E.
Connolly, John D.
Cummins, Richard A.

Durkin, Arthur E.
Eisenhart, Frank J.
Fitzpatrick, John R.
Frederick, James E.
Fuller, Gordon T.
Guarente, Robert Y.
Mahony, Daniel R.
Minor, Edward
Paratore, Ronald C.
Sheehy, Michael J.
Vasily, Michael W.

Third Honors (84-87.9%)
Aherne, Robert M.

Aiello, Richard J.
Avallone, Vincent A.
Baker, Gerard A.
Brown. Thomas J.
Capobianco, David C.
Cioci, Raymond J.
Clifford, William R.
Connery, John W.
Coughlin, Peter L.
Cournoyer, Alfred C.
Croke, Roger L.
Darr, Stephen B.
Delaney, Leon J.
Dircen. Francis
Fitzgibbons, John F.
Fiumara, Frederick A.
Fuller, Richard
Gavin, James F.
Granwehr, Michael W.
Head, John C.
Jerome, Michael S.
Journalist, John
Kane, Martin
Keegan, Richard Y.
Kelley, Robert J.
Krasowski, Joseph Frank
La Couture, William J.
Lo Biondo, Joseph A.
Logue, Ronald E.
Matulewicz, Paul F.
Mascena, Steohen W.
McCarthy, Charles J.
McCarthy, John H.
McMahon, Daniel J.
Moses, Richard T.
O'Brien, Francis J.
O'Connor, Robert P.
Peters, James M., Jr.
Powers, Richard F.
Quinn, William J.
Rando, Robert J.
Reardon, Robert 1., Jr.
Sano, Joseph M.
Scime, Gregory S.
Scribner, Edward A.
Sergi, Robert J.
Shanley, Peter J.
Shea, John G.
Sherry, William T., Jr.
Solera, John J.
Sparrow, Paul G.
Stirling, Thomas G.
Suckfull, Paul S.
Sullivan, Edward J.
Toto, Robert L.
Van Haren, Francis B.
Wolf, James A.

Class of 1968
REGULAR PROGRAM
First Honors (92% and over)
Paul L. Altieri
Thomas J. Branca
Victor M. Dugan
Daniel J. Gaffney
Second Honors (88% to 91.9%)
Thomas F. Boyd Jr.
Francis T. Brnich
Richard A. Burns
Michael T. Cowig
Richard C. Danahy
Eduardo R. Emanuelli
Robert Y. Doyle

Timothy C. Harrigan

Michael W. Kelleher
George W. Kennedy
Edward W. Kenney Jr.
Frederick E. L'Ecuyer
Carl Lo Guidice
Paul Y. Luboyeski
Manuel A. Martin
Frederick J. McGrath
Frank L. Napolitano
Robert J. O'Sullivan
Robert B. Sayers
Anthony P. Scotto
Roy W. Semplenski
Richard L. Sumberg
Joseph C. Teresi
William E. Topor
John F. Waters
Stephen M. Wontrobski
Franklin C. Yung

Third Honors (84% to 87.9%)
Thomas F. Adams

Robert J. Ali

Joseph M. Bonavita

Francis E. Brazell
John T. Buckley
Thomas P. Butler
Natale C. Caruso
William F. Cavanagh
Gary P. Clinton
Frank D. Colagiovanni
John F. Conley
Richard J. Connelly
Robert K. Decelles
Robert F. Dieli
William J. Dolan
James Francis Dore
Richard A. Ferroili
George G. Fiesinger
William E. Fitzgerald
Peter Brett Ford
John W. Franchebois
Alphonse J. Giardi
Steven D. Gopin
William A. Gosz
Lawrence M. Gouthro
Gary R. Grund
Manuel A. Guzman
Michael W. Haughey
Carl L. Hausman
Donald J. Hockman
Gregory R. Horton
Thomas F. Howard
Joseph A. Kaczenas
David Kaplan
Robert J. Keegan

Walter P. Kramer
Michael J. Kulczak
Salvatore A. Lopez
Robert N. Lupo
Richard J. Manzi
William F. Martin
James M. McVann
William J. Meakem
Kenneth B. Monahan
F. Murray
Peter F. Negri
David Ward Riley
Richard S. Rosa
Wayne L. Sandeen
Robert E. Schraven, Jr.
Paul J. Sherry
Mark K. Sherwood
George A. Sirignano
Gregory M. Sullivan
Salvatore A. Tomaselli
Stephen J. Tucker
Edward A. Vosney
Dale F. Wasowski
Francis P. Waystack

Robert B. Wilson
Stephen C. Yablonski
EVENING SCHOOL
OF ARTS & SCIENCES

Class of 1965
First Honors (92% or over)
Conley, Elizabeth A.

lerardi, Jacqueline K.
Locke, Earl F.
Shea, Gerald M.
Taylor, Helen C.

Second Honors (88-91.9%)

Corcoran, Edward W.

DeCaprio, Michael P.
Donnelly, Joan A.

Leßlanc, Herve J.
Nasson, Anthony A.
Plonowski, Mary P.
Wilson, John R.

Third Honors (84-87.9%)
Burke, Margaret C.
Coyne, Paul H.
Donahue, John A.
Flanagan, John P.
Gutierrez, Pedro E.
Hanrahan, Mary E.

Lillyman, Joseph B.
Linskey, John P.
McDonough, Patrick J.

Maxwell, Carol A.
Mulcahey, Donald P.
Packenham, Daniel R.
Ronan, Jeannette M.
Voutselas, Eleanore M.
Wilson, Peter P.

Class of 1966
First Honors (92% or
Stetson, Elinor R.
Swiston, Marie C.

over)

Second Honors (88-91.9%)

Antico, Anthony P.
Camacho, Hazel J.
Condon, Robert P.
Harrison, Frederick H.
Jonasson, Eleanor
O'Leary, Helen G.
Sullivan, Thomas J.

Yon Jess, Wilma C.
Walker, Elizabeth O.
Walsh, Margaret M.

Avery, Richard W.
Third Honors (84-87.9%)

Bross, Frederick S.
Bullock, Sharon Lee
DeGagne, Paul L.
DeSimone, Edwin A.
Forde, Maureen B.
Frazer, Daniel A.
Heffernan, Peter J.
Kennedy, Robert H.
LaVoie, Anne M.
Luschick, Richard J.
Maling, George W.
Ogilvie, William J.

Sullivan, Gabrielle
Sullivan, James J., Jr.
White, Robert M.

Class of 1967
First Honors (92% or over)
Maloney, Margaret
Passaggio, Joseph G.

Piconi, Robert A.
Second Honors (88-91.9%)
Callahan, John B.
DeMinico, Nicolas F.
Gosselin, Raymond L.
Guilmette, Harris G.
Higgins, Paul R.
Lucey, Henry J.
Mahoney, William A.
Murphy, Anne C.
O'Rourke, Joseph
Petro, Joseph P.
Rowe, John F.
Ryan, Anne K.
Walsh, Richard J.
Third Honors (84-87.9%)
Braman, Richard W.
Deitsch, Carol A.
Doherty, Lucille M.
Fannon, Robert W.
Gallivan, Marion F.
Gardner, Geraldine A.
Hajjar, Jeanette
Hanbury, Robert K.
Holway, James W.
Ladd, Paul F.
Linden, Fay
Little, JamesP.
McSweeney, Anne M.
Manton, John J.
Morris, Robert E.
Murphy, Barry M.

Ouellette, M. Anita
Starr, Edith
Sullivan, John J.

Class of 1968
First Honors (92% or over)
Donovan, Louise A.
Loughman, Edward J.
Maddison, John M.
Skatoff, Lenore T.
Second Honors (88-91.9%)
Chizauskas, John J.
Fitzgerald, William F.
Harrington, John R.
McGrath, David J.
Roy, Ronald G.
Third Honors (84-87.9%)

Ball, Sherman H.
Cavanaugh, J. Paul
Connolly, John P.
Cram, Mark S.
Deeley, Robert J.
Griffiths, Joseph W.
Heafey, Jane M.
Kahler, Virginia M.
McKenna, Rita E.
Murphy, Daniel F.
O'Connell, Mary T.
Simoes, Antonio
Sullivan, Francis G.
Travers, Richard L.
Willard, Donald B.

Class of 1969
First Honors (92% or over)
Bergman, Robert E.
Kinahan, William G.
Kolb, James G.
Sousa, Frederick S.

Second Honors (88-91.9%)
Lang, Stanley R.

Linker, Frances A.
Peary, Patricia A.
Third Honors (84-87.9%)
Egleston, Mary J.
Finnigan, John A., Jr.
Lehane, Ann M.
McKillop, Donald G.
Norton, Vincent G.
Ronayne, Leona E.
Scribner, Grace M.
Smith, Joseph J.
Sullivan, Mary R.
Trainor, Kathleen D.

Class of 1970
First Honors (92% or over)
Frazier, Lawrence P.
Hickey, Richard F.
Kelleher, John H.
Williams, George T.
Second Honors (88-91.9%)
Baisden, Stephen A.
Forget, Normand E.
Kay, Edward D.
McCarthy, Frederick E.
Mackintosh, John J.
Marnell, Janice M.
Sanchez, Eugene F.

Third Honors (84-87.9%)

Cahalane, Vincent P.

Cantwell, Dorothy R.
Hughes, Thomas K.
Kearney, Albert J.
Mackey, Paul F.

Sullivan. John J.
Wade, John C.
Wingard, David G.
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TIN.Action
Two pictures of

senior

Bob Furbush in his last
game as an Eagle. Bobby
had his best night of the

season as he poured in 17
points in the 114-92 defeat

to

the

Redmen of

St.

John's. On the left he is
leaping by Bob Mclntyre
for the first BC points. On
the right he is being guarded by Sonny Dove as he
looks for another Eagle.

S«b Ttrri Photo

Sub T.rri Photo

BasketblaoCnfiManager

Commencement

Ball Tickets
March 29
Line up your table
partners, NOW!!!

JEFF MUTH

SENIORS

mw\u25a0

? The Paulist Father is a modern
man in every sense of the word. He
is a man of this age, cognizant of
the needs of modern men. He is
free from stifling formalism, is a
pioneer in using contemporary
ways to achieve the conversion of
100 million non-Catholic Americans. He is a missionary to his own
people - the American people. He
utilizes modern techniques to fulfill his mission, is encouraged to
call upon his own innate talents to
help further his dedicated goal.
? If the vital spark of serving God
through man has been ignited in
you, why not pursue an investigation of your life as a priest? The
Paulist Fathers have developed an
aptitude test for the modern man
interested in devoting his life to
God. This can be a vital instrument
to help you make the most important decision of your life. Write for
it today.
NATIONAL VOCATIONS DIRECTOR
PAULIST FATHERS
415 WEST 59th STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10019

There are many instances in the news of cases
which bring up the principle of "conflict of interest." In
my situation, I easily understand what this means. As a
"reporter," I must give the facts; when doing a basketball game story, I am supposed to say when the team
played well and when they played poorly. As one of the
basketball managers, I have certain obligations to the
team. Often these two interests come into direct conflict
with one another. If I pan the team's performance, I
am being disloyal; if I praise it, then I'm boasting. The
easiest way to avoid this, of course, is
to stop writing basketball articles, and
this I have endeavored to do. However,
there is one time when the managerreporter dual role stands me in good
stead to write about the team, and that
time is now, after it is all over.
The 1964-65 Boston College basketball team won 22 games and lost 7, the
first time in history that a BC cage
team hauled down 20 victories in a season. The Eagles played running, highscoring basketball (over 90 points per
Magee
game). They made the first great
strides in making basketball a major sport at the
Heights. The Eagles had three great loaches in Bob
Cousy, John Magee, and Frank Power. Cousy, the man
who made basketball big league in Boston, has done
the same at BC in two seasons. The 22 wins is one more
than the combined total of victories by the last two Eagle quints. Little mention is ever made of Magee, but
the ex-Eagle ace, who captained BC's
only other tournament team in 1957-58,
did a great back-up job behind Cousy.
And Coach Power, in addition to bearing the brunt of the scouting duties,
brought the Eagle Freshman team
home with a 20-0 record, only the second in BC history.
No team can do anything without
players (as erudite a statement as you
will ever see). This team was more than
just a group of individual players, however. It was truly a team effort all
Wolters
along. It had many things going for it.
First of all, it was a team with spirit, a team that could
take things in stride, even laugh at its mistakes; but it
was a team with desire, and every practice and every
game was an effort to cut down on those mistakes. It
was a team with pride; theyknew they were making BC
basketball history, and they never let down. They got
their tournament bid with four games to go, yet they put
out 100 per cent in those four games. And who will soon

forget that last game with the lads from
Worcester, and that fantastic 111-89
victory?
They had a great captain in George
Humann. The leadership displayed by
him was something to behold, both on
and off the court. They had a great
scorer in John Austin, who for the second year in a row finished in the nation's top ten scorers. They had a great
rebounder in Willie Wolters, the hard
working sophomore. Through nothing
Hocltenbury but hard work, he made himself the
best big man in New England, and this
includes Connecticut's bald-headed wonder, Mister Kimball. Sophomore Ted Carter supplied a scoring forward
to augment Austin's backcourt feats. Ed Hockenbury
led the fast break with a season's end barrage of assists. And Bobby Furbush time and again did the big job
on defense.
The bench was good, and they came to play. When
they played they did the good job so
necessary for a winning combination.
Big man of course was John Ezell;
"Zelmo" provided good rebounding
strength, but he also provided much
more, for he was the "good humor man"
for the team. He was the most unselfish
player on the team, and was the one
person most responsible for the success
of Willie Wolters outside of the big
sophomore himself. Many was the time
big John threatened Willie with bodily
mayhem if the situation called for him
Ward
to play.

Manny Papoula did a fine job off the boards, despite
poor health for the majority of the season. Bobby Rossi,
until his injury, did an immense job, in shooting and in
rebounding. Tommy Kelly and Jim Nelson time and
again came of the bench to throw in key points, while
Bobby Ward came through with big defensive performances at key times. Doug Hice on several occasions
flashed brilliantly. Buzz Chancy also did a fine job when
called on, and amazed the spectators with his shooting.
Yes, this was a fine team. They did what no team
before was able to do
they made BC basketball a big
time sport. The season ended on a sorry note, the N.I.T.
loss to St. John's. At this time enthusiasm for basketball
was at its all time BC high. But now comes the real test.
The team won 14 games in a row, and things were great.
They lost the last one, so now what? Next year will tell.
?
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BNCA'TS ROWN
DAN rfWNOTTY

PEbHheoditgyhtsAmento

Terry Chapman (10) fires and Pat Murphy slides the puclt away from Hank Manley (19) in

the second period of the ECAC Finals.

NDOAK.TMBEIC,H ROWN
All three teams that complete Bob Bruse flanking. The defense
the NCAA field at Providence pro- is headed by hard-nosed Don Ecvide rugged, Canadian-spiced op- cleston who works with Gerry
position.
Boyle, Ken Neal and Charlie DonEach team has the critical ahue are the other point pair.
posts manned by Canadian-bred The Huskies of Michigan Tech
players led by Dave Ferguson for feature a balanced attack in front
Brown in the Bruin chords. Other of a superb defensive crew. The
Bruins of Canadian origin are "White" or "go" line has Wayne
Terry Chapman, Leon Bryant, Weller centering for Gary Milroy
Bruce Darling, and Dennis and Captain Al Holm. The secMacks.
ond line, or "Green" line, has
Bryant centers the first Bruin Ricky Yeo, Colin Patterson, and
wave with Hank Manley on the Bob Wilson from left to right. The
left wing and Chapman on the third line uses Steve Yoshino, Bob
right. The second line of attack Tcothill, and Fred Dart across.
is Macks pivoting for Steve Bet- Pete Leiman and Terry Ryan
tencourt on the left wing and Dar- pair on the first defensive unit
ling on the right. Bob Gaudreau, with Bruce Riutta and Dennis
all-Ivy at defense, centers the Huculak backing up. Tony Esposthird line with John Norwell and itc and Rick Best have shared

the net chores with a combined
2.75 average for the season.
The Nodaks feature a big team
with the top line of Dennis Hextall, Gerry Kell, and Terry Casey. The second, or "Manitoba"
line, has Tom lannone at left,
Dave Mazur at center, and Dave
Janaway at right. Briant Strimbiski. Bob Stoyko, and Bill Wilms
form the third line. Don Ross,
Captain, and Roy Davidson and
Pete McKenzie with Jerry Lafond
provide the point corps. Joe Lech,
the goalie on the 1963 National
Champs at 8.C., guards the Nodak nets.

TWNCeEAcShin6s, -4
Michigan Tech defeated the
University of North Dakota, 6-4,
last Saturday to assure themselves of the first place rating in
the NCAA Tourney for the Western teams. Tech also won the
MacNaughton Cup which is emblematic of the Western Championship.
Captain Al Holm led the Huskies with two goals. He registered
a hat trick in each game with
Minnesota the weekend before.
Colin Patterson collected two for
the Huskies while Bob Toothill
and Steve Yoshino each registered one. Brian Strimbiski with two
led the Nodaks' attack.

HOCKEYSTATS
Heights

Photo

by

Ed Amento

Scotty Whitelaw of the ECAC makes the presentation of
the ECAC Championship trophy to Captain Eddie Downes and
Coach John "Snooks" Kelley-

PLAYERS TO WATCH

Name
John Cunniff
Phil Dyer
Jim Mullen
Dick Fuller
Pete Flaherty
John Moylan
Jerry York
Ralph Toran
Bob Kuoka
E. J. Bresn
Fred Kinsman
WooHv Johnson
Ed- Downes
Allan Kierstead
Art Byrne
Fran Kearns
Bob Cornish
Tom Connors
Dick Leetch

Name

Fred Flavin
Pat Murphy

Esposito
Tech

Milroy
Tech

Bryant

Holm

Tech

Brown

Gaudreau
Brown

G
A PTS
29 30 35
65
29
12 41
53
45
29 22
23
29 20 24
44
16
15 29
44
29
16 23
39
24
15
13 28
11
17
29
6
28
5
11 16
17
8
5
13
12
22
5
7
26
7
5
12
9
10
9
1
24
5
4
9
21
3
5
8
28
6
8
2
9
3
14
2
10
1
110
1
GP GA SO AYE
7
19
0
2.71
25
0
84
3.36

GP

The Eagles are at Providence this week to compete
in their eighth National Championships. The previous
seven trips for the Eagles have netted one great success
?the 1949National Champs coached by Coach "Snooks"
Kelley and backstopped by the present Frosh Coach,
Bernie Burke. The Eagles of that year have been the
only Eastern team to win the playoffs. Only six times
in the seventeen previous tournaments has an Eastern
team made the finals. This would give the impression
that the prospects for an Eastern team are bleak. But
things have improved in the last few years. Twice in
the last four Tournaments an Eastern team has made
the finals and the margin of victory has been progressively less for the Western teams each year. Who knows,
maybe this is the year!
The Michigan Tech team is very interesting in that
of the eighteen players on the squad only two are seniors. To top that only four more are juniors. The remaining twelve players are sophomores, led by the two goalies, Rick Best and Tony Esposito. The two have traded
names all season long with spectacular results. On the
first line, Captain Al Holm has caught spark the last
three games to register eight goals, including hat tricks
on consecutive nights, against the Golden Gophers of
Minnesota. In 29 games this season Wayne Weller has
led the point parade with 42 points evenly split on 21
iroals and 21 assists. He leads the team in scoring with
Holm second on 20 goals and Ricky Yeo third on 19.
The number two scorer and ton assist man has been
Gary Milroy with 14 goals and 26 assists for 40 points.
Holm has 18 assists for a third rating with 38 points.
The Huskies are an old team with an average age close
to 21 and many 21-year-old sophomores.
North Dakota is an equally "aged" team that has
tremendous size as witnesses of last night's game can
attest to. The Nodaks won the Western Collegiate Hockey Association (WCHA) regular season championships,
but faltered in the playoffs in losing their last two games
6-4 to Michigan State and 6-4 to Michigan Tech, both
on Grand Forks ice.
The Bruins of Brown are a known quantity to the
area fans and were cheered by most BC fans last Friday
as they beat BU. The defeat ended B.U. hopes of attending this year's Tournament in spite of the fact that they
enjoyed their best season ever.
The Tourney had many bright points but none more
shining than the performance of Pat Murphy in the
nets for the Eagles. His rolling, stretching saves boosted
him to the position of Most Valuable Player ahead of
Terry Yurkiewicz of Clarkson. Yurkiewicz was another
great one setting a new record for most saves in a game
and in a three-game tournament. Many other records
were set among which is found the best defense in a
three-game tournament. This record went to Pat and
his teammates up front who provided the best defense
of the tourney.
Brown attempted to get rough in the Finals but
they were met by an even rougher group of determined
Eagles. The blasts that Art Byrne, Allan Kierstead, Jim
Mullen, and others put on the Bruins are just what the
Eagles needed. Brown never recovered from the early
beating they received in scoring and on the boards.
The last seven seconds of the Finals an all-senior
lineup took the ice with Eddie Downes centering for
Flaherty, and E. J. Breen, with Ralph Toran and Fran
Kearns on defense. The team registered a goal by Breen
from Downes; but it was after the final buzzer had
sounded and was disallowed. This quintet has provided
a great deal of zip for the Eagles in the stretch run.
The return of E.J. to play the two games last weekend
was really a boost to Eagle causes.

Chapman
Brown

Waller
Tech
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Allan Kierstead waits with Ken Neal for the rebound that never came as Dave Ferguson
falls on the puck during the first period of Saturday s game.
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By REID OSLIN

As the current hockey season draws to a close, thefive senior
members of the Boston College team will be hanging up their uniforms for the last time.
The quintet of seniors includes team captain Eddie Downes,
Pete Flaherty, Fran Kearns, Ralph Toran and E. J. Breen.
Captain Downes is a day student, commuting from Dedham.
He has majored in marketing and looks forward to a career in
sales after graduation this June. Eddie followed his father to BC.
His dad was an All-America football player here in years past.
Eddie finds a big challenge in hockey. He reports that his
greatest thrill in four years as an Eagle on ice was being able to
recover sufficiently from the shoulder troubles which had sidelined
him for 21 games this season and being able to see action in the
ECAC playoffs.
Another day-hop, Pete Flaherty is
Milton. He has majored in
Sociology and next year is entering the

from nearby

Lay Apostolate.

When asked why he plays hockey,
Pete stated simply, "I like it." The tall
forward rates the Beanpot Tournament
of 1963 his biggest thrill, while having a
Harvard goal scored off his stick as his
most embarrassing moment.
As for the Boston College fans, Pete
says that "For the most part they are
better than those of any other school."
A separated shoulder, suffered this
season, is the only serious injury to have
befallen Flaherty.
Pete was named to the second ECAC
Tournament All-Star team last week.
Certainly the most unsuperstitious
player on the squad is Fran Kearns.
The senior defenseman has always
worn number 13.
Fran is a marketing major and is
looking ahead to a management position.
With a smile, Fran recalled this year's
Beanpot Tournament, in which he broke
a skate in the middle of a game, and
played the third period in a pair of
skates belonging to one of the Boston
Bruins. Playing in the NCAA Tournament in his sophomore year strikes
Fran as his biggest moment.
As reasons for playing hockey, Fran

cites the competitive spirit which enables a person to better himself.
Fran came to Boston College for two
reasons: the fine business courses offered here and the opportunity to play for
a fine school and coach.
As for the BC fans, he says, "They
can't be beat. They're always with you."
Another defenseman whose hockey
career at the Heights is at an end is
big Ralph Toran. The biology major
from Needham hopefully plans to attend
dental school come next fall.
Taking the Beanpot crown from Harvard in 1963 and losing the ECAC title
the same year stand out as the biggest
thrill and greatest appointment during
Ralph's four years in a Maroon and
Gold uniform.
As for playing the game itself, Ralph

concedes that "There are a great bunch

of guys playing hockey. Some of the

best people in the world can be found
in the hockey circle."
Ralph saw little action at the start of
this season as he pulled ligaments in his
knee and had it in a cast.
In closing, Ralph remarked, "The BC
fans give us a lot of support, but the
team's biggest followers seem to be the
band. They're a great group to have behind you and I think they're highly
underrated."
Ralph was named to the first team
defense in the recent ECAC playoffs.
Last, but not least on the list of

senior pucksters is forward E. J. Breen.
Hailing from Lynnfield, E. J. is studying Economics and sees a career in
sales ahead of him.
Like teammate Kearns, E. J. rates
playing in the NCAA's in his sophomore
year as his most memorable hockey

event.
As a high school athlete he competed
in four sports, and came to BC on a
combination hockey-track scholarship.
He reportedly likes hockey "The best of
all."
Ironically E. J. notes that three times
this year he has chewed gum during a
game and each time has been injured.
In the game against Royal Military
Academy he suffered a shoulder separation; against Colgate he tore ligaments
in his knee; and against Dartmouth
last week, reinjured his knee.
In all, E. J. has missed nine games
on three pieces of gum.
As to why he goes by "E.J." rather
than his given name "Edward", he replied that he has been called "E.J." as
long as he could remember. His parents

started it and it has stuck ever since.
All five seniors unanimously agreed

that the toughest goalie that they have
had to face all season was Terry
Yurkiewicz of Clarkson.
Thus, the curtains of another hockey
season draw to a close. And after the
tumult and the shouting of the fans

has died down, and the uniforms have
been stored away until next November,
all that will remain will be the trophies
and the troubles, the sweat and the
sweetness of victory and for the five
graduating seniors, the many memories.

Jim Nelson

By JEM
F UTH

Last week's N.I.T. game against St. John's marked the final
court appearances of four BC seniors: Capt. George Hum ami, John
Ezell, Jim Nelson, and Bob Furbush.
Humann supplied much to this Eagle team. The 6-1 guard
was a fine basketball player. Possessing a deadly shooting eye, many
times he came through with big scoring nights when they were
needed. During his Sophomore season, in which he scored 104 points,
he led the Eagles to wins over Harvard and Northeastern with his
shooting, netting 20 points at Harvard in his second varsity game,
and 19 against the Huskies. Last season he played behind the Eagles' only two double figure scorers, John Austin and Jerry Power,
scoring a little over four points per contest. This season, as captain
he raised this to almost eight per game. In addition he backed up
Ed Hockenbury as middle man on the fast break and often spelled

Furbush on defensing the other team's
offensive star.
One asset was his speed, as he was
among the fastest men on the team. He
was aided on defense by his quick
hands, which enabled him to make
several key steals. The Marines have
plans for George after graduation, as
does a very pretty young lady with black
hair.
"The smartest player on the varsity
squad" is the way coach Frank Power
describes big John Ezell. The starting
center for two seasons. Ezell was used
this year mostly as back-up man for
Willie Wolters. It was here that the big
guy showed his value to the team as he
patiently used his basketball sense to
make Wolters a better player. One of
his biggest assets was his knowledge of
his own capabilities and defects. He
concentrated on doing what he did best,
and left the rest to those who were
better. There certainly was no greater
hustler on the team; defensively he was
a big help, and even when he was not

actually playing, he aided the defense
by calling out from the bench.
John was never a big scorer; his
varsity high was in last year's Beanpot
consolation game, when he threw in 14
against Tufts. As a sophomore he averaged about four points a game, and
about the same last year. Seeing much
less action this season, he tallied about
three per game.
John was the big favorite of the B.C.
fans this year; his every appearance
brought cheers and cries of "Go Zelmo!"
The boyish grin under the mop of uncut
hair endeared him to all, especially the
way he put out on the court. B.C. basketball won't be quite the same without
him.
Jim Nelson was one of the finest
shooters on the squad for the past three
years. In addition, the pleasant 6-1
guard was an excellent spot player. It
didn't much matter to Jimmy where he
shot, or how. He shot better from the
hip with three defenders around him

than some players do when unmolested.
Jim is a local product, from Cambridge.
Each year, Nelson has his one moment
of glory. His sophomore season it was
against Tufts in the Beanpot opener.
With the Eagles 10 points down late in
the game, he came in to spark B.C.'s
overtime victory. That season he scored
65 points in 16 games. Last year, his free
throw with one second remaining gave
the Eagles a 69-68 victory over B.U. As
a junior, he threw in 22 points in Id
games. This season he hit 7 for 7 in
the Eagles 120-74 win over Hawaii in

the Christmas tournament.
Perhaps the unsung hero of this year's
team was Bob Furbush. Bob is not big
for a college basketball player, 6-2, but
spent most of his time in a forward
position. His main job was defense, and
time and again he responded with the

big performance. Players many inches
taller found the Waltham product a
tough man to get around. Furbush is
also generally recognized as the fastest
man on the squad. The majority of his
points came on fast break layups, and
many times he simply outran three or
four men to take the pass for the unmolested score.
Bobby was a part time starter each
of his first two seasons. As a sophomore
he played in all 26 games, scoring 112
points. His biggest offensive moment

came last year, when he threw in 30
points in the Eagles' 96-90 triumph over
Fordham. For the season he tallied 8.3
points a game, and duplicated that this
season. In a fitting climax to a fine
senior year, he scored 17 points against
St. John's in the N.I.T. encounter.
It is going to be difficult losing a
group like this. Not only their perform-

ance on the court, but their general
conduct made them invaluable members of this team. Then too, they represent the end of an era, for they are the
last of the pre-Bob Cousy Boston College
basketball players. For four years they
gave their best eforts to 8.C., and the
Heights is the better for their having
been here.
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Boston College ran into a hotshooting St. John's quintet last
Thursday evening and was
promptly eliminatedfrom its first
N.I.T. tourney by a 114-92 score.
Paced by the sensational performances of Sonny Dove and Ken
Mclntyre, the Redmen could do
no wrong. They shot a phenomenal 627r, controlled both boards,
and forced the Eagles to play a

ECAC playoff Championships last
Friday and Saturday nights with
victories ever Clarkson, 3-2 in
overtime, and over Brown, 6-2.
In just over five minutes Sat-

urday night the Eagles eliminated Brown in their drive for a
National Championship, the first
since 1949. Four goals in 3:21
of the first period sounded the
death knell.
Things were even the first two
minutes, but Pete Flaherty won
a battle with Don Eccleston over
possession of the puck. He lifted
a backhander from the faceoff
circle to goalie Dave Ferguson's
left and it was 1-0 at 2:15.
Phil Dyer tipped a pass to Jim
Mullen who was racing over the
blueline on the right wing. Jim
passed across the goal-mouth to
John Cunnift and it was 2-0 as
John lifted his thirtieth goal of
the season into the chords at 3:42.
Flaherty knocked the puck back
to the point and Ralph Toran
blasted a slapshot into the nets
at 4:54 off Ferguson's skate. E. J.
Breen fed Jerry York as they
came down the left side. Jerry
returned the- puck to E. J. who
was ten feet out when he slipped
it past Ferguson at 5:35 for number four of the evening.
Terry Chapman put the Bruins
on the board at 16:30 when an
attempted centering pass from behind the B.C. nets deflected past
goalie Pat Murphy.
Dyer closed out the scoring
when he slapped a Mullen rebound in from four feet to Ferguson's left.
The second period was a skating duel between the two teams
that featured superb passing and
checking by both teams. The two
goalies traded applause from the
crowd and the defense for B.C.
kept Brown forwards away from
Murphy.
Early in the period, Woody
Johnson caught Terry Chapman's
clear-in shot on the left side of
the face and was forced to leave
the game with a severe cut on
the left cheek. He returned later
in the period to lead the B.C.

deliberate brand of ball.
On the other hand, B.C. could
do few things right. Only the superior play of John Austin shone
forth in the gloomy evening. Seniors Bob Furbush and George Humann were also outstanding as
they never quit hustling in a losing cause.

The Johnnies got the first bucket and never relinquished the
lead. Dove cleared the boards and
Dove scored the points. He seemed to be unstoppable. After the
first seven minutes the Eagles
were trailing 20-10.
Austin hit a few to narrow the
lead but Dove wouldn't let up.
Cousy called time out with about
six minutes left in the half and
switched lo a zone press. It worked for a short minute or so as
the margin dropped to 32-27, bul
then Willie Wolters ran into foul
trouble. With Wolters on the
bench with four personals and

from close range by a total of

two inches.
Bruce Darling slapped a partial screen past Murphy from the
right point at 11:37 while Brown
enjoyed a man advantage.
Woody Johnson cleared the
puck to Eddie Downes on the
left wing and Eddie fought Charlie Donahue for the puck. A wild
slap at the puck was right to
York as he barreled in on Ferguson to fire it past him for the
final goal of the night and a return cf B.C.'s four goal advantage.

The previews night the Eagles
had their backs to the wall until
Allan Kierstead slapped a goal
defenders.
into the nets behind Terry YurkieThe third period was one of wicz off the skate of Don Brown,
frustration as Dick Fuller, Cun- Clarkson defender.
niff, and Mullen missed open nets Pat Murphy was the star of the

Dove continuing his blistering
pace, the Redmen raced to a 50evening with three saves alone on MacDonald gave the Knights 2-0 -36 halftimc edge.
clean breakaways. His save on advantage on a breakaway goal
Ccusy started four guards Ed
Gary MacDonald at 45 seconds of down the right side at 4:23 of the Hcckcnbury, Doug Hice, Furbush.
killing
a
penthe overtime period when BC had second period while
and Austin) along with John Ezell
a man advantage also saved the alty.
in the second half. Their desire
York tied it up at 3:43 of the was evident but
game and title hopes for the
they coudn't get
third as he skated down the right the break to get
Eagles.
going. Dove still
fired,
Tom Hurley put the Knights on wing,
skated around the ruled the boards,
however, as the
top 1-0 at 14:48 but Dick Fuller net to wait as Yurkiewicz dropscore zoomed to 76-55 with 10 minequalized that at 16:40, both of lied the puck he had gloved Oflit ulcs loft.
on the right side. Jerry promptly
the first period.
Action was hot and heavy and lifted it in.
At this point Austin took complete control and began an unbelievable
scoring
pace.
B.C.
brought back the press and narrowed the lead to 88-76 with desparaticn hustle. The Johnnies
wouldn't fold, however, Mclntyre
was offsetting Austin's efforts
from the foul line?he converted
five straight one and one situations. The high scoring contest
conEagle
For more than a thousand
rooters the
ended with this Austin-Mclntyre
clusion to last Thursday's New York extravaganza was baltlc.

TAS
fhter torm

MOKE PADOS

a bit bleak. With the Holy Cross victory basketball had

finally reached the masses on the Heights. Everyone Mclntyre ended the night with
42 big ones. Sonny Dove was the
big

one
was excited. And everyone wanted to win the
in the Garden. This excitement, this fierce desire for
victory was not confined to the loyal Eagle supporters.
It had equal intensity in the players who wear the Maroon and Gold. They had it before the game and they
had it during the disappointing contest when a twenty
point deficit existed.
Yet they still lost. Why? With Joe Lapchick's retirement imminent, the Redmen found equal incentive for a victory. They "had" to win. They were everybody's sentimental favorite. Sometimes I think even
the officials realized it. But they managed to add a bit
of red-hot shooting to this desire. Sonny Dove and Ken
Mclntyre probably played the best game of their careers. On the whole I think it's safe to say that the
Johnnies played their best game of the season with the
possible exception of the Michigan game.
The above is not meant as an excuse for the Eagles
defeat. I just want to point out that it wasn't B.C.'s
night. Another evening the story could have been different. B.C. will get their chance again next December
in the Holiday Festival. Somehow I can't phathom the
idea of walking out of the Garden again with a gloomy
face.
ON AND ON. The Eagles used the zone press for
the first time all year against the Redmen. It wasn't
too successful, however. The front men (Austin, Humann, and Furbush) did well as they were hustling all
over the place, but the big men under the basket were
with the
Which wall will the puck fall is the question for BC's Pat having difficulties in coordinating their effort
front men. I guess U.C.L.A. didn't perfect theirs in one
Murphy, Art Byrne (14), and Brown's Terry Chapman.
Heights Photo by Ed Amento game either.

difference though. His rebounding
and 23 markers were the most
damaging.

Austin countered with 40 for
B.C. This brought his two game
Garden appearance total to 82.
Furbush added 17 in a fine effort.

FOTBALSpringSession
The hockey team is in the midst
of the N.C.A.A. championship and
baseball season is just around the
corner. But Eagle football mentor
Jim Miller is thinking about foot-

ball.
After working all winter on
movie analysis, plays, and recruiting the football staff is ready for
the annual spring session. Practice
begins on March 29 and ends with
the spring game on May 1.
Coach Miller has asked that all
candidates should report next
week for equipment and physicals.
New candidates should see him on
Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday
of next week. He has further requested that these candidates get
their physicals on Monday or Tuesday. Otherwise they'll lose valu-

able time from practice.

